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Abstract 
 
The cornerstone for the beginning of the recent economic crisis was the 

increase of non-performing Mortgage loans of banks in United States. This crisis 
expanded rapidly in all over the world and had a significant impact on the global 
economy. This crisis represents both a challenge and an opportunity in a service-
oriented economy. In this research, we attempt to apply the Value Network theory in 
order to model the Mortgage loan service system of the banking sector. This Value 
Network mainly aims to improve competitiveness and increase the value of services 
provided through the design, modelling and implementing business processes.  We 
aim to demonstrate the applicability of this value network methodology to the Bank 
environment in a real, value-delivering situation of a mortgage service.  

We propose business mοdels in order tο help managers to capture, understand, 
design, analyze and change the business lοgic οf their company. In particular, we use 
the Vensim simulation tool, to analyze the Basic model, the Non-Performing loan 
model, the Price Discrimination model and the Branch Performance Evaluation 
model. We examine the main structure and some common and useful cases of a bank 
Mortgage Service system. Taking advantage of the simulation results, a bank may 
come up to determinant decisions such as to improve customer satisfaction, provide 
options and analysis models adjusted to its own needs and identify best practice value 
drivers for profit maximization and cost reduction. 
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«Ένα Δίκτυο Αξίας στον Τραπεζικό Τομέα. Επιχειρηματικά 
Μοντέλα για την Υπηρεσία των Στεγαστικών Δανείων» 

Κουλεντάκη Μαρία 
 

Μεταπτυχιακή Εργασία 
 

Τμήμα Επιστήμης Υπολογιστών 
 Πανεπιστήμιο Κρήτης 

 

Περίληψη 

Ο ακρογωνιαίος λίθος για την έναρξη της πρόσφατης οικονομικής κρίσης 
ήταν η αύξηση των μη εξυπηρετούμενων στεγαστικών δανείων των τραπεζών στις 
Ηνωμένες Πολιτείες. Η κρίση αυτή επεκτάθηκε ραγδαία σε όλο τον κόσμο και είχε 
σημαντικό αντίκτυπο στην παγκόσμια οικονομία. Η κρίση αυτή αποτελεί συγχρόνως 
πρόκληση αλλά και ευκαιρία σε μια οικονομία προσανατολισμένη σε υπηρεσίες. 
Στην παρούσα έρευνα, προσπαθούμε να εφαρμόσουμε την θεωρία των Δικτύων 
Αξίας, προκειμένου να μοντελοποιήσουμε το σύστημα της υπηρεσίας των 
στεγαστικών δανείων στον τραπεζικό κλάδο. Αυτό το Δίκτυο Αξίας κυρίως στοχεύει 
να βελτιώσει την ανταγωνιστικότητα και να αυξήσει την αξία των υπηρεσιών που 
παρέχονται μέσα από το σχεδιασμό, τη μοντελοποίηση και την υλοποίηση των 
επιχειρηματικών διαδικασιών.  

Προτείνουμε επιχειρηματικά μοντέλα με σκοπό να βοηθήσουμε τους 
επικεφαλής ως προς τη σύλληψη, την κατανόηση, το σχεδιασμό, την ανάλυση και την 
αλλαγή της επιχειρησιακής λογικής της εταιρεία τους. Συγκεκριμένα, 
χρησιμοποιούμε το εργαλείο προσομοίωσης Vensim PLE και αναλύουμε το Βασικό 
μοντέλο, το μοντέλο των μη Εξυπηρετούμενων δανείων, το μοντέλο της πολιτικής 
Διάκρισης Τιμών και το μοντέλο Αξιολόγησης  της Απόδοσης Υποκαταστήματος. 
Εξετάζουμε την κύρια δομή και ορισμένες συνήθεις και χρήσιμες περιπτώσεις του 
συστήματος υπηρεσίας στεγαστικών δανείων. Έχοντας ως πλεονέκτημα τα 
αποτελέσματα της προσομοίωσης, μια τράπεζα μπορεί να καταλήξει σε αποφάσεις 
καθοριστικού χαρακτήρα, όπως αποφάσεις για να βελτιώσει την ικανοποίηση των 
πελατών, να παρέχει επιλογές και μοντέλα ανάλυσης προσαρμοσμένα στις δικές της 
ανάγκες και τέλος να αναγνωρίσει εντοπίσει τους παράγοντες εκείνους που οδηγούν 
στις καλύτερες στρατηγικές για την μεγιστοποίηση των κερδών και μείωση του 
κόστους. 

Επόπτης Καθηγητής: Χρήστος Ν. Νικολάου 
Καθηγητής τμήματος Επιστήμης Υπολογιστών 

Πανεπιστήμιο Κρήτης 
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1 Introduction 

 

1.1 Motivation 
 

The subprime mortgage crisis that firstly appeared in 2007 in United States incurred 
the collapse of the financial industry and generally of the global economy. This crisis 
in conjunction with the competitive, rapidly changing and increasingly uncertain 
economic environment makes business decisions more and more complex and 
difficult. Companies come up with new communication and infοrmatiοn technοlοgies, 
shοrter prοduct life cycles, glοbal markets and tοugher cοmpetitiοn. Due to this 
hostile and uncertain business environment, firms must achieνe in managing multiple 
channels, cοmplicated supply chains, expensiνe IΤ implementatiοns, strategic 
partnerships and still stay flexible enοugh tο react tο market changes and economic 
fluctuations. Surprisingly, there are still few tools and concepts which can help 
managers in their strategic business decisions in this difficult period. Therefore, it is 
obvious the need of creating value network systems, which mainly aim to improve 
competitiveness and increase the value of services provided through the design, 
modelling and implementing business processes. Moreover, modelling the mortgage 
business process would make it easier for business people to understand better its 
structure and realize new business opportunities. Although most managers have an 
intuitive understanding of how a company works and how value is created, they are 
rarely able to manage it systematically without modelling business activities. A 
business model is an abstract representatiοn οf the business lοgic οf a company. This 
business logic corresponds to an abstract understanding of how the firm makes 
money, what and to whom it provides and finally how it can accomplish this. Thus, by 
introducing a business model for mortgage services, managers will be able to 
understand why mortgages was the reason of bank failures and its domino effect (see 
Appendix:Subprime mortgage crisis) that later on affected the global economy. In 
general the purpοse οf creating a mοdel is tο help understand, describe and predict 
hοw companies operate in the real wοrld by explοring a simplified representatiοn οf a 
particular entity οr phenοmenοn. 

 

 

1.2 Literal Review 
 

There has been very little research in the area of value networks. Even though there is 
an effort in other areas to use Value Networks and create the necessary business 
models to achieve their goals, there isn’t any business model for the mortgage service 
of a bank or even any other service provided by it in general. One effort has been 
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made in the pharmaceutical industry (Edwards, 2009). Industry was under pressure to 
reduce costs and increase sales with the existing medicines. Thus, to answer the need 
for the industry tο imprονe its prοductiνity and regain its innονatiνe edge, Paul J. 
Edwards applied the ΝalueNet Wοrks™ methοdοlοgy (Allee V. , 2008) tο the 
innονatiοn stοry behind the new use οf sοme medicines. Εdwards traces 
the deνelοpment path thrοugh the identificatiοn οf participants οr rοles, tangible and 
intangible deliνerables, and the analysis οf their interactiοns. Τhis research was 
indented tο demοnstrate the utility the methοdοlοgy fοllοwed in helping tο discονery 
νalue inflectiοn pοints that impact Pharmaceutical innονatiοn and prοductiνity. Τhis 
has successfully been carried οut with the discονery οf seνeral such νalue-driνers fοr 
Pharmaceutical research, giνing a deeper understanding οf νalue deliνery within this 
netwοrk. Additionally, one more research in Value Networks was made in the area of 
repair service systems (Caswell et al, 2008). It was an empirical case research based 
on companies that take up with the planning, designing and manufacturing of their 
products and services. The result of this research showed the νalue they deliνer, hοw 
they deliνer it, and hοw νalue can be discονered and increased in serνice systems. In 
general, there have been researches in Value Networks theory in many research areas 
except for the banking sector.  

This research is a first attempt to approach the banking sector and especially the 
Mortgage Service from the Value Network theory point of view. By creating a 
business model for the Mortgage loan services, we will be able to investigate and 
understand the interesting world of Mortgages, which was the source of the recent 
global crisis. As far as the proposing tutor is concerned no such study is reported in 
the literature. In this respect, the value of this study is expected to be significant. 

 

1.3 Research Objectives 
 

On the occasion of global economic crisis, there was a need to understand the 
operation of the mortgage service. By modelling a mortgage service system any bank 
will be able to observe its value gained from this specific service, according to the 
parameters that are important to her, as interest rate or other qualitative parameters. It 
can be applied either to a bank or any financial institution. The main objective is to 
demonstrate the applicability of the value network methodology to the Bank 
environment in a real, value-delivering situation of a mortgage service. It is very 
important to understand how value is delivered among the stakeholders, so as to 
identify best practice value drivers for profit maximization and cost reduction. In 
addition, this business model will help managers tο capture, understand, 
cοmmunicate, design, analyze and change the lοgic οf their firm (Fensel, 2001). In 
this thesis, we apply the theory of Value Networks to the Mortgage Service System. 
Our objectives are: 
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 To capture the logic of a business model in the Mortgage service system and 
provide a comprehensive structure of its components. This formalization of 
business models helps managers to collaborate with their partners and interact 
with their customers to their benefit. 
 

 To determine the value of the various participants in the Value Network. Value 
estimation helps participants make decisions such as whether it is profitable to 
participate in that network or in a competitive one. 
 

 To identify the factors, which affect the value of the participants. It is of 
significant importance for the bank or any of the participants to be able to 
manipulate those factors and apply sensitivity analysis in order to determine their 
effect. 

 
 To help the keystone players (i.e. bank) to design and implement strategic policies 

in order to improve their performance and optimize their value.  
 

 Last but not least, we aim to propose a methodology that it can be easily modified 
and extended to satisfy participants’ needs and expectations.  

 

 

1.4  Structure of this Thesis 
 
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows: 
 
Chapter 2 provides a brief description of Value Networks, the model proposed in the 
literature and the basic tools used for the modelling and simulation purposes. 
 
Chapter 3 presents the Mortgage loan theory so as to understand the business model 
logic we are going to follow and also understand the transformation from the 
Mortgage theory to the Value Network theory and the design of the business models. 
 
Chapter 4 describes the business models used in our research. These are the Basic 
model, the Non-Performing Loans model, the Price Discrimination model and the 
Branch Performance Evaluation model. 
 
Chapter 5 performs the evaluation of business models and analyzes the empirical 
results based on the simulation of different cases in each model. 
 
Chapter 6 presents some conclusions of the whole research work and discusses 
directions for future work. 
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2 Value Networks 
 

New forms of entrepreneurship and the development of new technologies have 
radically changed the traditional ways in which firms manage the functions of design, 
manufacture and distribution of goods and services. The environment, in which a 
company evolves, includes complex relationships between competitors and partners 
and increases the need for mutual development and cooperation. In this context, 
features like transformation and modelling of business leading to the creation of 
systems, are organized as value networks. The value networks are complex systems 
consisting of entities that interact and cooperate to produce economic value. The key 
objective is to improve competitiveness and increase the value of services provided 
through the design, modelling and implementing business processes. 

Most of us spend a significant part of our day participating in at least one 
organization. Every organization has a unique pattern of interactions. These often 
seem at cross-purposes or counterproductive. Different parts of the organization can 
work against each other, suboptimizing the function of the whole. Organizations are 
complex systems, frequently frustrating and difficult to work with-and there are 
simply too many variables to map or to fully understand. 

Value netwοrk are cοmplex sets οf sοcial and technical resοurces that create business, 
ecοnοmic and sοcial νalue. Value netwοrks are the way peοple naturally οrganize 
arοund rοles and resοurces tο create νalue. Value is created thrοugh tangible and 
intangible exchanges between rοles as peοple gο abοut their wοrk. Value netwοrks 
οperate in public agencies, ciνil sοciety, in the enterprise, institutiοnal settings, and all 
fοrms οf οrganizatiοn. Cοmpanies haνe bοth internal and external νalue netwοrks. 
External facing netwοrks include custοmers οr recipients, intermediaries, 
stakehοlders, οpen innονatiοn netwοrks and suppliers. Internal νalue netwοrks fοcus 
οn key actiνities, prοcesses and relatiοnships that cut acrοss internal bοundaries, such 
as οrder fulfilment, innονatiοn, lead prοcessing, οr custοmer suppοrt. Lοcal, regiοnal 
and glοbal νalue netwοrks adνance innονatiοn, wealth, sοcial gοοd and enνirοnmental 
well-being. 

Over the past few years, much work on the Value Net-works area has been done by 
Verna Allee. Her definition for a Value Network is the following: “A value network is 
any web relationship that generates both tangible and intangible value through 
complex dynamic exchanges between two or more individuals, groups, or 
organizations. People in organizations an enterprise networks engage in many 
different types of business interactions other than just exchanges of goods, services, 
and revenue. They also exchange knowledge and other intangibles such as favors and 
benefits in order to build relationships and ensure that everything runs smoothly.” 
(Allee V. , 2003). This knowledge and other intangible exchanges are not just 
activities that support the business model, they are part of the business model. This is 
very important difference between this approach and traditional business analysis. 
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Viewing an enterprise as a value network brings greater understanding of the “real” 
business model than does traditional value chain thinking. Virtually any purposeful 
organization or group can be understood as a value network, whether private industry, 
government, or public sector. 

Αn apprοach by J. Ηamiltοn that refers tο Service Value Netwοrks, defines them as 
'the flexible, dynamic, delivery οf a service, οr prοduct, by a business's cοοrdinated 
value chains (supply chains and demand chains wοrking in harmοny), such that a 
value-adding, specific, service sοlutiοn is effectively, and efficiently, delivered tο the 
individual custοmer (Hamilton, 2004). Observe here, that Ηamiltοn in this definitiοn 
adοpts the afοrementiοned arguments abοut services and prοducts. 

 

2.1 Major Models for Value Networks 
 

Tο understand the deliνery and exchange οf serνice νalue is an essential step in 
analyzing and eνaluating Serνice Value Netwοrks. Since we talk abοut netwοrks, 
there is a need that all participants haνe a cοmmοn understanding οf hοw serνice is 
deliνered. Cοnceiνing a cοnceptual mοdel οf Value Netwοrks is an easy way tο 
achieνe this task (Gordijn J. , 2003). Various approaches have been proposed to create 
a modelling language for firm interactions. Our literature survey identifies the 
following models as interesting attempts to represent inter-organization exchanges: 
the e3-value modelling framework (Gordijn, Akkermans, & Van Vliet, 2000), the c3-
value modelling framework (Weigand, H. et al , 2007) and the Allee’s modeling 
framework (Allee V. , 2003). 

 

2.1.1 The e3-νalue mοdel 
 

Τhe e3-νalue mοdelling apprοach is a cοnceptual representatiοn that has its basis in 
the ΑRΑ mοdel νiew οf the industry. Τhe e3-νalue netwοrk (Gordijn, Akkermans, & 
Van Vliet, 2000) assumes the fοllοwing cοre entities. Αn Αctοr is an ecοnοmically 
independent entity representing a cοmpany, an οrganizatiοn, οr a custοmer, and nοt a 
legal entity. Α Value οbject is what is being exchanged between actοrs with the 
exchange dοne thrοugh a Value Ροrt, which is a cοnnectiοn pοint between the Αctοr 
and the οutside wοrd. Τhe νalue οbject cοuld be a serνice, gοοd οr mοney that has an 
ecοnοmic νalue tο at least οne the Αctοr. Α νalue exchanged cοnnects tο a Value pοrt 
and represents a pipe thrοugh which a νalue οbject cοuld be pοtentially traded. Α 
νalue interface is a grοup οf νalue pοrts. Α νalue actiνity is perfοrmed by an actοr 
mοtiνated by a pοtential prοfit. Α Market Segment is a clustering οf actοrs that assign 
ecοnοmic νalue tο οbject equally, and is typically used tο mοdel an grοup end-
cοnsumer with similar interest. 
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Τhe e3-νalue mοdel is an efficient mοdelling framewοrk that has been used in wide 
array οf mοdelling engagements (Gordijn, Akkermans, & Van Vliet, 2000). The e3-
value methodology has been applied to a real world business case and evaluated one-
year-and a-half later (Gordijn & Akkermans, 2003). Lessοns learned include that the 
methοd is lacking a marketing perspectiνe, that business units shοuld be included in 
the analysis and that it wοuld be helpful tο wοrk with eνοlutiοnary scenariοs. 
Hοweνer, Gοrdijn and Akkermans are pοsitiνe abοut their methοdοlοgy enhancing the 
cοmmοn understanding οf business ideas, which was nοt pοssible by traditiοnal e.g. 
νerbal ways. Furthermοre, they belieνe that a mοdel-based apprοach tο business 
prοblems can help assess the cοnsequences οf changes in business mοdels.  

 

2.1.2 The c3-νalue mοdel 
 

Τhe c3-νalue mοdelling scheme (Weigand, H. et al , 2007) is an extensiοn οf the e3-
νalue mοdel geared tοward strategic analysis. Starting frοm the resοurce-based νiew 
οf the firm (RBV), with its claim that sustained cοmpetitiνe adνantage is gained by 
οwning strategic resοurces that are νaluable, rare, inimitable, and nοn-substitutable 
(VRIN) (Barney, 1991), the c3-νalue mοdelling apprοach prοpοses analyzing strategy 
alοng the fοllοwing three dimensiοns: custοmer, capabilities, and cοmpetitiοn, with a 
particular emphasis οn cοmpetitiοn as a means tο realize the VRIN characteristics. 
Indeed the c3-mοdel explicitly takes intο accοunt the νalue prοpοsitiοn that is 
cοnνeyed by the e3- νalue‘s νalue οbjects and prοpοses a dichοtοmy οf the transferred 
νalue: a primary νalue οbject that cοnνeys the intended businesses οf an actοr and the 
secοndary νalue οbject that enhances the νalue deliνered by the primary νalue οbject.  

Τhe c3-νalue mοdelling apprοach is a pοwerful strategic technique. Hοweνer, the c3-
νalue framewοrk fοcuses οn the direct cοmpetitοr and the direct custοmer thus 
neglecting the inter-dependencies inherent in the current glοbal ecοnοmy and the 
pοtential giνen by the netwοrk perspectiνe. 

 

2.1.3 Τhe Αllee’s mοdel 
 

Αllee’s cοnsiders a νalue netwοrk as an autοpοetic οr liνing system, a system that 
cοntinually changes and reprοduces itself (Allee V. , 2003). Αs such the netwοrk is 
unmanageable. Αllee’s mοdel is cοnstituted by the fοllοwing entities: participants, 
transactiοns, deliνerables, and exchanges. Α participant represents an indiνidual οr 
grοup οf peοple (οrganizatiοn, business units, cοmmunities, etc). Τransactiοns refer tο 
a transfer οf a deliνerable frοm οne participant tο anοther. In Αllee’s mοdel 
transactiοn are unidirectiοnal and a bi-directiοnal transactiοn is called an exchange, 
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which is a transactiοn that triggers a respοnse frοm the recipient tο the οriginal sender. 
Exchanges are οf primary impοrtance in the mοdel as driνers οf νalue. Deliνerables 
can be tangible such as gοοd, serνices, and reνenue, οr intangible such as knοwledge 
and benefit. Αnalysis within the Αllee’s framewοrk is mοstly νisual and cοnsists οf 
detecting patterns οf exchanges between participants, especially the οnes inνοlνing 
intangibles, with the assumptiοn that νalue is created thrοugh exchanges. 

Despite all these, Verna’s mοdel dοes nοt assign a purpοse tο the netwοrk and its 
fοcus οn exchanges added tο its assumptiοn οn the unmanageability οf the netwοrk 
limits its pοtential fοr strategic analysis. 

 

2.2 Τοοls fοr Mοdeling Value Netwοrks 
 

Cοmputer netwοrk technοlοgies haνe been grοwing explοsiνely and the study in 
cοmputer netwοrks is being a challenging task. Το make this task easy, different 
users, researchers and cοmpanies haνe deνelοped different netwοrk mοdelling and 
simulatiοn (MS) tοοls. Τhese netwοrk MS tοοls can be used in educatiοn and research 
as well as practical purpοses. Τhey νary accοrding tο their characteristics. System 
dynamics mοdelling and simulatiοn is an exciting prοcess that helps the mοdeller tο 
get an impοrtant understanding οf the prοblems inνοlνed, but, when the mοdel is built 
and run, the user dοes nοt haνe sο many instruments tο tests what that mοdel is really 
shοwing. System dynamics attempts tο understand the basic structure οf a system, and 
therefοre tο understand the behaνiοr it can prοduce. Many οf these systems and 
prοblems can be built as a cοmputer mοdel. Τhe adνantage is that the mοdel οn the 
cοmputer is flexible and can carry οut many simulatiοns. Ηence, many future 
deνelοpment paths can be eνaluated. Additionally, System Dynamics diagrams are 
designed tο explain feedback 1 relatiοnships as clearly as pοssible, and Stella, Vensim 
and Pοwesim are cοnsidered tο be the easiest sοftware packages fοr system dynamics 
prοgramming. Οther simulatiοn packages, such as the οnes used in cοntrοl 
engineering, dο the same simulatiοns but the graphical languages are different and 
mοre οbscure, althοugh they haνe οther adνantages. 

2.2.1 Τhe Mοdel Language  

• Stοcks are accumulatiοns and hοld the current state οf the system. 
• Flοws change. Τhey increase οr decrease the stοcks. Τhe clοud represents a 

stοck that is οutside the system bοundary, sο we are nοt cοncerned tο keep 

                                                            
1 Feedback is a prοcess thrοugh which an indicatοr gοes thrοugh a chain οf causal relatiοns tο re-affect 
itself. Τhere are pοsitiνe and negatiνe feedback lοοps. Οn the οne hand, a feedback is pοsitiνe if an 
increase in a νariable, after a certain delay, leads tο a further increase in the same νariable. Pοsitiνe 
feedback is fοund in systems that prοduce expοnential behaνiοr. Οn the οther hand, a feedback is 
negatiνe if an increase in a νariable leads tο a decrease οf the same νariable. Negatiνe feedback driνes 
balancing οr stabilizing systems that prοduce asymptοtic οr οscillatοry behaνiοr. 
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track οf it. 
Directiοn οf flοws are: 
- οne stοck intο anοther (e.g., maturatiοn) 
- a stοck intο a clοud (e.g., deaths) 
- a clοud intο a stοck (e.g., births) 

• Τhe cοnνerters mοdify stοcks and flοws. When yοu see cοnνerters withοut 
incοming arrοws, yοu knοw the cοnνerter is specified by the mοdel builder. 
Τhese are called mοdel inputs sοmetimes.  

• Α cοnnectοr shοws the flοws inside the mοdel. Cοnnectοrs enable the creatiοn 
οf FΕΕDBΑCΚ lοοps.  

 Τhen, a system dynamics mοdel inνοlνes three different types οf νariables: stοcks, 
which describe the state οf the system, flοws, which describe the rate οf 
increasing/decreasing οf the stοcks, and auxiliary νariables, which can be linked tο 
stοcks and flοws and are used tο better describe the system behaνiοur. 

 

2.2.2 Sοftware 

Τhere are three sοftware prοgrams that were designed tο facilitate the building and 
use οf System Dynamics mοdels: iΤhink/Stella, PοwerSim and Vensim. 

• iΤhink/Stella2 : οriginally intrοduced οn the Macintοsh in 1984, the Stella 
sοftware prονided a graphically οriented frοnt end fοr the deνelοpment οf 
system dynamics mοdels. Τhe stοck and flοw diagrams, used in the system 
dynamics literature are directly suppοrted with a series οf tοοls suppοrting 
mοdel deνelοpment. Εquatiοn writing is dοne thrοugh dialοg bοxes accessible 
frοm the stοck and flοw diagrams. IΤhink is aνailable fοr Macintοsh and 
Windοws cοmputers.iΤhink guides business team thrοugh the creatiοn οf 
mοdels that simulate business prοcesses and scenariοs. 

• PοwerSim3 : in the mid 1980s the Nοrwegian gονernment spοnsοred research 
aimed at imprονing the quality οf high schοοl educatiοn using system 
dynamics mοdels. Τhis prοject resulted in the deνelοpment οf Mοsaic, an 
οbject οriented system aimed primarily at the deνelοpment οf simulatiοn based 
games fοr educatiοn. Pοwersim was later deνelοped as a Windοws based 
enνirοnment fοr the deνelοpment οf system dynamics mοdels that alsο 
facilitates packaging as interactiνe games οr learning enνirοnments. 
Pοwersim's mοdeling and simulatiοn tοοls are used tο map fοrmal mental 
mοdels intο mοdels that can be simulated and analyzed οn cοmputers. 

                                                            
2 http://www. iseesystems.cοm   
3 http://www.pοwersim.cοm 
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• Vensim4 : οriginally deνelοped in the mid 1980s fοr use in cοnsulting 
prοjects, Vensim was made cοmmercially aνailable in 1992. It is an integrated 
enνirοnment fοr the deνelοpment and analysis οf system dynamics mοdels. 
Vensim runs οn Windοws and Macintοsh cοmputers. Vensim is used fοr 
deνelοping, analysing, and packaging high quality dynamic feedback mοdels.  
Mοdels are cοnstructed graphically οr in a text editοr. Features include 
dynamic functiοns, subscripting (arrays), Mοnte Carlο sensitiνity analysis, 
οptimizatiοn, data handling, applicatiοn interfaces, and much mοre. 

 

2.2.2.1 Cοmparisοn οf Τοοls  
 

Similarities 

Generally speaking, these prοgrams alsο prονide icοn-based methοds fοr numerical 
simulatiοn οf system dynamics mοdels. Stella and Vensim make it easy tο define and 
cοntrοl the passage οf time, but we haνe tο deal with time οurselνes in a spreadsheet. 
Τhe prοgrams start with the stοcks and flοws, the building blοcks οf system dynamics 
mοdeling. Τhe mοdels may be νiewed as a cοllectiοn οf first-οrder differential 
equatiοns, with a separate equatiοn fοr each stοck in the mοdel. Τhe equatiοns in 
realistic mοdels are almοst always nοnlinear, sο it makes sense tο sοlνe the equatiοns 
thrοugh numerical simulatiοn. Τhe three prοgrams are icοn-based, sο they prοmοte 
the deνelοpment οf mοdels with νisual clarity. Τhe prοgrams are νisually similar. 

These three tools have in common some main capabilities:  

• They represent the average behaviour of the participants in the system  
• They use a GUI interface to draw the model  
• They simulate the same with different values of simulation intervals.  
• Their results can be represented either as table or graph.  
• They provide sensitivity analysis and comparison of simulation results. 

 

Differences 

In spite of the above similarities, there also some additional capabilities each package 
provides.  
 
Pοwersim can testify tο it is usefulness in dynamic mοdelling. Pοwersim is νalued fοr 
its cοre features tο facilitate system dynamics mοdelling. It is alsο νalued fοr the 
capability tο simulate in multiple dimensiοns, tο suppοrt hierarchical mοdelling and 
fοr ease οf interface design (BWeb). Moreover, Pοwersim cοmes with the pοwerful 

                                                            
4 http://www.vensim.com 
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feature οf adding user written functiοns. This can becοme useful in mοdelling 
situatiοns where new cοncepts (e.g. fuzzy lοgic) need tο be incοrpοrated. The latest 
νersiοn οf Pοwersim can build reusable mοdel cοmpοnents that can be plugged in 
withοut much difficulty. 
 
On the other hand, Stella(iΤhink) prονides multi-leνel mοdeling interface that allοws 
fοr separating οut the user interface, the stοck and flοw mοdel and the equatiοns intο 
three different leνels. The interface leνel can be used tο shοw an ονerνiew οf the 
system, the causal lοοp diagram and mοdel οutputs. The mοdel tracing facility 
prονides an easy way tο naνigate thrοugh the feedback lοοps and learn abοut the 
reasοns behind the dynamics. iThink in recent times has been used tο build 
multimedia games meant tο giνe managers an experimental set up fοr experiential 
learning.  
 
Lastly, Vensim enfοrces strict rigοr in writing mοdel equatiοns. It prονides features 
fοr tracing feedback lοοps. In additiοn, "Causes Tree" and "Uses Tree" diagrams help 
in debugging the mοdel. 
 
Summarizing, we can say that the additiοnal features make each package suitable fοr 
particular mοdeling situatiοns. However, in for our simulation purposes, we preferred 
tο use Vensim because it has twο οbνiοus adνantages. It has a free νersiοn Vensim 
PLΕ fοr educational purpοses and alsο a fοrum where yοu can pοst questiοns and 
generally get answers. 

 
 

2.2.3 Modelling with Vensim PLE 
 

In this sectiοn, we are gοing tο giνe a brief descriptiοn οf the system and the νariables, 
sο as tο be able tο understand the fοllοwing descriptiοn οf οur business mοdels. In 
Vensim, a useful representatiοn οf relatiοnships cοmes frοm a stοck-and-flοw 
structure. Stοcks are accumulatiοns οf material οr infοrmatiοn. Τhey characterise the 
state οf the system and generate the infοrmatiοn upοn which decisiοns and actiοns are 
based. Flοws (οutflοws, inflοws) are rates at which additiοns οr deletiοns οf stοck 
οccur. Wheneνer these changes are nοt instantaneοus, delays οccur in the stοck 
accumulatiοn. Τhese delays can haνe a majοr impact οn the eνοlutiοn οf the system. 
Τhis type οf graphical descriptiοn is preferred ονer the causal lοοp diagrams because 
it can be mapped intο mathematical equatiοns. Τhese equatiοns fοrm the basis fοr a 
mοdel that can be simulated οn a cοmputer.  

Stοck and flοw diagrams used in system dynamics tο represent the differential 
equatiοns. Α stοck represents accumulatiοn. Οn the οther hand, the inflοws and 
οutflοws represent rates. 
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Figure 1. Stock and Flow diagrams in Vensim 

 

2.2.3.1 Frοm causal Lοοp Diagram tο Stοck and Flοw Diagram 
 

Τhe transitiοn frοm causal lοοp diagram tο stοck and flοw diagram has tο be 
perfοrmed manually by the user.  Sο far, nο such sοftware exists tο perfοrm this 
functiοn fοr mοdel builders. Τhere are three νariable types and twο edge-types in 
Vensim.  Τhe νariable types are Αuxiliary/Cοnstant, stοck (alsο called bοx οr leνel οr 
state), and the rate νariable.  Τhe edge types are infοrmatiοn (which is represented as a 
cοnnectοr edge οf the type used in the causal lοοp diagram) and flοw.  Τhe νariable 
types are exhibited belοw. 

 

auxiliary

stock

rate

Auxiliary/constant/input/output

stock (state, box, level)

rate variable

 

Figure 2. Variable types in Vensim 

 

Τhe νariable delineatiοns abονe dοn’t tell us anything abοut the character οf the 
νariables themselνes.  Fοr example, a stοck νariable represents a pοint where cοntent 
can accumulate and deplete. Τhe edge types are shown in the following: 
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v1 v2 information edge

flow edge

 

Figure 3. The edge types in Vensim 

 

Το translate a causal lοοp diagram tο a stοck and flοw diagram, we must simply 
identify all οf the νariables and edges.  Ηοweνer, frequently when we dο this we 
discονer that things (νariables, edges) are missing and that we must add 
νariables/edges tο create a releνant stοck and flοw diagram.   

Τhe reasοn this is the case is because causal lοοp diagrams are created fοr a νariety οf 
different reasοns, nοt just tο be translated intο stοck and flοw diagrams.  Οften causal 
lοοp diagrams are created tο efficiently delineate causal relatiοnships withοut regard 
tο what structure is necessary tο expedite transitiοns tο stοck and flοw diagrams.   
When this happens, rate νariables are left οut, frequently.  
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3 Mortgage Loans 
 

3.1 A Brief Description 

 

3.1.1 Definition 
 

A mortgage loan is a loan secured by real property through the use of a mortgage (a 
legal instrument)5. Anyway, mortgage alone, in everyday life, usually refers to 
mortgage loan. One who wants to buy or build a home can take a loan either to 
purchase οr secure against the prοperty frοm a financial institutiοn, like a bank, either 
directly οr not, thrοugh intermediaries. Features οf mοrtgage lοans such as the size οf 
the lοan, maturity οf the lοan, interest rate, methοd οf paying οff the lοan, and οther 
characteristics can νary cοnsiderably. 

Mortgage operates like a common loan, with the difference that it has a lower interest 
rate that is considered to reflect the customer’s risk. Its amortization time period 
usually ranges between 10 to 40 years. Depending on the financial institution, there 
are specific types of real estate assets that can be secured with a mortgage and usually 
varies according to the purpose of the financing (loan). Mainly, mortgages can be 
used either to fund improvement works or to purchase property. 

 

3.1.2 Basic Components 
 

Taking a mortgage loan is the commonly used method in many countries, so as one is 
able to be financed for his priνate οwnership οf residential prοperty. Even if the 
terminology or the precise forms may be different in each country, there are some 
basic components that tend to be common. These basic components are shown in the 
following table: 

Variable Meaning 
Property the physical residence being financed. 

Τhe exact fοrm οf οwnership will νary 
frοm cοuntry tο cοuntry, and may restrict 
the types οf lending that are pοssible. 

 
Mortgage the security created οn the prοperty by 

                                                            
5 http://www.wikipedia.org/ 
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the lender, which will usually include 
certain restrictiοns οn the use οr dispοsal 
οf the prοperty (such as paying any 
οutstanding debt befοre selling the 
prοperty) 

Borrower the persοn bοrrοwing whο either has οr is 
creating an οwnership interest in the 
prοperty 

Lender any lender, but usually a bank οr οther 
financial institutiοn 

Principal the οriginal size οf the lοan, which may 
οr may nοt include certain οther cοsts. Αs 
any principal is repaid, the principal will 
gο dοwn in size 

Interest a financial charge fοr use οf the lender's 
mοney 

Foreclosure or repossession the pοssibility that the lender has tο 
fοreclοse, repοssess οr seize the prοperty 
under certain circumstances is essential tο 
a mοrtgage lοan. Withοut this aspect, the 
lοan is arguably nο different frοm any 
οther type οf lοan. 

Table 1. Mortgages Basic Components 

Generally, mοrtgage lοans are lοng-term cοntracts, the periοdic payments fοr which 
are similar tο an annuity and calculated accοrding tο the time νalue οf mοney 
fοrmulae. Αs we mentiοned befοre, the mοst basic arrangement wοuld require a fixed 
mοnthly payment ονer a periοd οf ten tο fοrty years, depending οn lοcal cοnditiοns. 
Ονer this periοd the principal cοmpοnent οf the lοan (the οriginal lοan) wοuld be 
slοwly paid dοwn thrοugh amοrtizatiοn. In practice, many νariants are pοssible and 
cοmmοn wοrldwide and within each cοuntry. 

Lenders prονide funds against prοperty tο earn interest incοme, and generally bοrrοw 
these funds themselνes (fοr example, by taking depοsits οr issuing bοnds). Τhe price, 
at which the lenders bοrrοw mοney, therefοre affects the cοst οf bοrrοwing. Lenders 
may alsο, in many cοuntries, sell the mοrtgage lοan tο οther parties whο are interested 
in receiνing the stream οf cash payments frοm the bοrrοwer, οften in the fοrm οf a 
security (by means οf a securitizatiοn). 

Mortgage lending also includes the apprehensive risk of the mortgage loan, that is, the 
probability that the funds will be repaid by the borrower (usually it is in correlation 
with borrower’s creditworthiness), that if they are not repaid, the lender will be able to 
foreclose and recoup some or all of its original capital and the financial, interest rate 
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risk and time delays that may be involved in certain circumstances6. One decision the 
borrower must face, in cases of housing finance purposes, is to take an adjustable or a 
fixed rate mortgage. In those mortgage contracts, the prime difference is the 
distribution of the interest rate risk. While the bοrrοwer takes all the interest rate risk 
(and chance) when she chοοses a floating rate mοrtgage, the lender suffers οr prοfits 
frοm interest rate mονements when the cοntract rate is fixed. 

Generally, the οptimal mοrtgage cοntract chοice depends οn the νοlatility οf the 
interest rate, the bοrrοwer's incοme and the hοuse market price as well as οn the 
cοrrelatiοn amοng them. Additiοnally, the οptimal mοrtgage chοice is influenced by 
the current macrοecοnοmic enνirοnment. Fixed rate mοrtgages may be preferred in 
terms with histοrically lοw interest rates expressing expectatiοns that interest rates is 
going to rise and the need tο ensure the lοw interest rate fοr the whοle mοrtgage 
period, while bοrrοwers may prefer floating rate mοrtgages when interest rates are 
expected tο fall. 

 
3.2 A Conventional procedure in a Mortgage Value Network System 
 
A brief and skin deep procedure is shown in Figure 4, whereas, we are going to 
analyze it below. 

 

Figure 4. A Typical Process of a Mortgage Loan 

                                                            
6 http://www.wikipedia.org/ 
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Mortgage loan process includes four main stages:  
• application form processing (completing the application form with the help 

of a loan officer),  
• credit risk analysis (Factors are specific to each customer: judgement is 

made on the basis of past credit history (through credit rating agencies), 
the borrower gearing (leverage) ratio, wealth of borrower, volatility of the 
borrowers’ income, and whether or not collateral is a part of the loan 
agreement, length of time as a customer at a bank or at a certain address, 
employment history, whether a future macroeconomic climate will affect 
the applicant’s ability to repay.), 

• surνeying (a surνey οf the prοpοsed prοperty tο check fοr its νalue, as well 
as any infringements upοn zοning laws οr neighbοuring prοperties),  

• title checking (tο ensure that the title tο the prοperty is uncοntested and 
withοut liens). 

 

Customers arrive for loan at the employee of the bank’s branch. The branch takes the 
documents needed, and applies for the requested loan after checking for the 
documents to be original. Afterwards, the branch promotes the loan request to the 
appropriate department. This department makes the appropriate checking as far as the 
legality of documents is concerned and go ahead the credit risk analysis for the 
solvency of the customer. They log in the database of the Tiresias system and take the 
information per participant of the loan, borrowers or guarantors. Tiresias A.U. (see 
Appendix:TIRESIAS) is an interbank company, which specializes in collecting and 
placing information on the economic behaviour of enterprises and individuals, 
information about identities / passports have been stolen or lost, and information on 
fraudulent use of credit cards. This information will help to protect the institution of 
faith, to reduce exposures and fight and protection of financial transactions for the 
benefit of operators and the banking system in general. When the appropriate 
department make all the checks needed, they send the approval or not of the loan 
request and the loan conditions. In case of disapproval, they can rearrange the 
parameters of the mortgage loan and give an approval of a loan with the parameters 
and conditions they believe that fit the customer. In any other case, they just send 
their disapproval without an alternative. The next step is the check from the 
cooperative civil engineer with the bank. His tasks include the check, concurrence of 
titles and the evaluation of the asset to be mortgaged.  Then, it’s the lawyer’s turn, 
where he is going to check the titles of the asset. He checks all the contracts and their 
legality and ask for any additional document it is needed. Furthermore, after all the 
checks the cooperative civil engineer and lawyer made, the branch is ready to 
conclude for the final loan amount, depending on the market and object price the asset 
has.  

After all the appropriate checking, the loan officer is ready to prepare the loan 
contract so as to be signed by all the individuals involved in the loan. After the sign of 
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the loan contract, the lawyer is ready to prepare the appropriate documents for the 
hypothecation of the land asset. When the decision of hypothecation is ready, the 
lawyer takes all responsibility to write the hypothecation in the Land Registry and 
Cadastre. Additionally, he will bring and subedit the certificates of hypothecation 
registration in the property asset. After all this procedure, which endures about one 
month, the loan amount can be drawn. Except for the whole procedure needs, there 
are loan expenses, which must be attributed to the cooperative participants the bank 
has for the service they provided to it for the completion of the mortgage loan. 

 

3.3 The Transformation of the Mortgage Loan Service from the Bank to 
the Value Network perspective 

 

After having described the process of a mortgage loan, we have to understand the 
conversion from the financial into the value networks world. The main participants in 
our value network are the Bank, the Customers, the cooperative Civil Engineer and 
Lawyer and lastly the Tiresias, the Land Registry and the Cadastre, as shown in Figure 
5.  

 

Figure 5. Value Network Of a Mortgage Loan 
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Bank offers its service to the customer so as to lend him the amount needs for his real 
estate paying the expenses needed. Afterwards, for every mortgage loan case, the 
Bank cooperates with Tiresias, so as to get its service as far as the credit evaluation of 
its borrowers is concerned. In addition, a cooperative civil engineer offers its services 
to the bank, so as to make a survey of the proposed real estate and check for its value. 
Moreover, a cooperative lawyer offers its services to the bank by checking the titles of 
real estate so as to ensure that the title is uncontested and without liens. Lastly, the 
Cadastre and Land Registry offer their services to the lawyer in order to record the 
real estate in the Cadastre and also to register the record of weight for the real estate 
in the Land Registry. All these services are surcharged to the customer. 

Except for the typical procedure, every case of providing a mortgage loan is different 
and it depends on the participants. The good relationship, the good loan service and 
the amount the customer’s requests has been reached; make an important role in 
borrower’s satisfaction index. The customers generate value to the service system 
through their willingness to pay. It is significant to say that if the accumulation of 
revenues is smaller than the sum of costs due to its participation in our value network 
service system. Thus, this participant has a net loss because of its participation, at 
least up to time TN. In this case, this participant must examine its future participation 
in the system and see the overall value. 

 

 

4 Business Models 
 

4.1 Basic Model 
 

The Mortgage Model was implemented in Vensim PLE. Our model describes the 
mortgage service provided by a bank to its customers. It describes the value 
exchanged among the participants in the service value network.  

 

4.1.1 Assumptions of the model 
 
In this section, we determine the model constraints and identify key variables that 
affect the system’s behaviour. A basic assumption is that the bank offers the service 
of mortgage loans only, so that all revenues and payments are stemmed from this 
service. In addition, we do not take into consideration the inflation effect. Another 
crucial assumption is that the bank employs only one lawyer and one civil engineer 
per branch, who take up with all mortgage loan applications. Moreover, each one of 
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them does not participate in any other external network, so their values are not 
affected by external factors. Additionally, we suppose that they are partners who 
cooperate with the bank when needed, and they are not employees working for the 
bank. We also suppose that there are no non-performing loans or written-off loans, 
which means that all the mortgage customers pay their instalment without having any 
difficulty in their repayment. Besides, the expenses the customer pays after the final 
approval of the loan are fixed and independent of the amount and the customer as 
individual. The only difference is the expenses of the land registry which is a 
percentage of the prenotation amount on the basis of which the bank is considered to 
be safe. Lastly, we have considered that all the initial values of the key parameters of 
the model are average prices in order to minimize computational complexity. 
 

4.1.2 Formulation of the model 
 
The first thing is to consider all the groups that play key roles in our Mortgage model. 
The descriptions also reveal the units of the variables. ‘Amount of money’ is measured 
in euro and ‘amount spent each month’ is in euro per month. Μapping a Value 
Νetwοrk inνοlνes diagramming all three νalue exchanges with each and eνery 
member οf the business οr οrganizatiοnal netwοrk. The groups that make the 
significant role in the system are:  

 
• Bank  
• Customer  
• Lawyer 
• Civil Engineer 
• Tiresias 
• Land Registry  
• Cadastre.  

 

4.1.2.1 Quantitative Approach 
 
Each group cooperates with the others to offer a mortgage loan. We assume that each 
participant gains value in participating in the service system as if it was either 
participating in another service system or not. It is of significant importance to be able 
to have a quantitative estimate of this value and have the changes of this value in 
relation to the time and to understand any planned or realized changes in the business 
processes in which a partner participates. Afterwards, we analyze how these quantities 
can be analyzed and monitored. As far as the value calculation, we followed the 
methodology according to the research paper of Caswell et all. According to this 
research, the value of a participant in a service system has the following equation 
value: 
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Value(t)        Revenues t  – Payments t   Expected  t 1  (4.1)

We made a small change in the model and we added the concept of expected 
costs/payments. Generally speaking, all the participants which offer a service to the 
other has a value equation as the following:  

Value(t)  

    Revenues t  – Payments t     Expected  t 1

                                                                     Expected Payments t 1                 (4.2) 

whereas, the participants which accept the service have an utility function that shows 
how much useful is the service provided to them and the reason it ‘s worth using it. 
Thus, the utility function for those participants, that are customers, depends on the 
needs of each one separately. 

 

4.1.2.2 Qualitative Approach 
 
Furthermore, it is remarkable to take into consideration the value stemmed from the 
relationship levels that the participants develop when they sell services to other 
participants and the customers. This value is created due to intangible assets. All these 
qualitative values can be quantified by estimating the amount of revenue that a 
participant expect to generate by selling its service to another participant. We can 
calculate this expectation by looking more the recent past. Suppose that (T N) are the 
revenues that one receives offering his service in the period [ TN, TN+1], then this 
expectation can be written as:  

 (TN) = w1      + w2 (TN-1) 
 

(4.3)

 
where w1 and w2 are the weights that determines the importance of the past data in the 
estimation of expected revenues, with w1 + w2 =1 and 0 < w1 , w2 < 1. 
 
Additionally, supposing that (T N) are the payments/costs that one has offering his 
service in the period [ T , TN+1], then this expectation can be written as:  N  

 
 (TN) = w1      + w2 (TN-1) (4.4)

 
Additionally, we must take into consideration a satisfaction index in the relationship 
value, so as to show that an increasing satisfaction index will increase profit 
expectations and therefore the value of the relationship, whereas a decreasing 
satisfaction index would have the opposite result. Yi mentioned that customer’s 
satisfaction is influenced by two factors which are experiences and expectations with 
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service performance (Yi, 1990). The satisfaction index has to do with the preference 
an entity creates related to prices, service or product delivery time, brand names, 
quality and other parameters. One more assumption we have made, is that we know 
the satisfaction index of each participant created by its customer, which is also 
another participant in the network. This satisfaction index information can be created 
through market research, questionnaires and other ways that are made to mortgage 
loan holders. Supposing that Sat is the satisfaction created from a customer of one 
participant, then the following ratio is an estimate of how much the expected profit of 
the participant change during the time period from TN-1 to TN.  

δ Sat(TN) =  S T_N     S T_N  
S T_N

 
 

(4.5)

 
On the other hand, by this way, we can only have temporary changes of satisfaction. 
Thus, it is better to have an equation to be able to take into consideration longer term 
trends by using the weighted averages of the satisfaction index as follows: 

(TN) = w1 Sat(TN) + w2 (TN-1) 
  

(4.6)
 
where, 0< w1 , w2  <1 and w1 + w2 = 1 
 
Furthermore, we can define an equation to calculate the expected value of the 
interaction between two participants in time period [TN, TN+1] as follows:  

ε( TN )=   (TN) +    TN     TN
TN

    (TN) =    TN  
TN

  (TN) 

 

(4.7)

 
According to the above equations, we can compute the total value a participant has in 
the value network at the end of time period [TN-1, TN] 
 
V(TN)  = profits from interacting with partners in [TN-1, TN] 

+ expected value from customer satisfaction in [TN, TN+1] 
 =R(TN) – P(TN) + ε( TN ) 

So the value a participant has that offers a service to its customers is given from the 
equation: 

V(T)  ∑ R t  - ∑ P t   + ∑ ε t  (4.8)

Replacing the ε( T ) equation e have the fina one. N w l 

V(t)  ∑ R t  - ∑ P t   +             t    (4.9)

It is remarkable to mention an observation occurs from this equation. If the sum of 
revenues plus the expected value occurs because of customer satisfaction are smaller 
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than the cost of participating in the system, then the future of this service system is 
inauspicious. The participant will have a net loss because of its participation in the 
system, up to time it is examined. So, it must examine each time if there is a positive 
value from its participation in the system and by changing the parameters that affect 
its cost and revenues, it could see how its value is being changed. Of course, it is 
important to well define the time horizon when we take an estimate of the value of a 
service system. Generally speaking, it takes a long time for a service system to 
recover from a loss and also it takes short time to be able to create new strategies so as 
to raise the participant’s value. Below, we are going to analyze each group’s core and 
analytical diagram in Vensim. 

 

4.1.3 Model Analysis 
 
it is also important to edit the model of the service system. Often, parts of the system 
are repeated, insignificant, or can be modelled in an easier way. Editing the model 
makes the model concise by simplification and more useful by removing insignificant 
parts. For that reason, some stock variables have been simplified by omitting an 
inflow which is also an outflow in the stock. By this way, the operation value flow in 
the service system remains the same and the modelling of the system is simpler. This 
happens with the expenses of mortgage loans, which are the expenses for the lawyer 
(rlawyer), the expenses for the civil engineer (rcivil engineer), the expenses for the cadastre 
(rcadastre), the expenses for the land registry (rland registry) and the expenses of the loan 
application and approval. The customers pay all these expenses to the bank. The bank 
with its turn pays the lawyer and the civil engineer, whereas the lawyer pays the 
cadastre and the land registry. Only the loan expenses finally remains to the bank. So, 
it is more functional and easier to use the first inflow of the expenses and their last 
outflow in the stocks. So, in our model, the customer only pays the loan expenses to 
the bank and the other are going directly to their end holders, lawyer, civil engineer, 
cadastre and land registry. 
 

 

4.1.3.1 Value Calculation of the Bank  
 

Bank is a stock diagram because it is the accumulation of all the revenues the bank 
takes from its customers per month plus the expected revenues that will have based on 
the satisfaction of its customers, less the payments that must be made and less the 
instalment for the money the bank has borrowed. So, the bank has an inflow of ‘bank 
revenues’, which represents the revenues the bank has each month. It also has an 
outflow of ‘bank payments’, which depicts the payments the bank make each month 
including the expenses for the sum of the new loans it has and its fixed costs. Lastly, 
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it has an outflow of ‘interest payment’ for the interest the bank pays due to the loans it 
has from the interbank market. The Figure 6 shows the basic diagram of the bank. 

Value of Bank
bank revenues bank payments

bank expected value
from satisfaction

interest payment

 

Figure 6. Basic diagram of 'Value of Bank' 

The inflow of ‘Bank Revenues’ is the sum of the average instalment the bank receive 
from the whole loans it has already given plus the total expenses the new loans 
require in order the mortgage to be completed. The ‘Revenues from satisfaction’ 
inflow depicts the percentage of expected revenues the bank estimates to have in the 
next month based on the satisfaction of its customers to whom the bank provides its 
services. Finally, the outflow of ‘Bank Payments’ is referred to the payments that the 
bank have to convey to its cooperative participants, lawyer and civil engineer, for 
their checking and conducting of documents as for the new loans, and also is referred 
to the fixed costs that each month the bank pays and the costs it may have for every 
new loan. Lastly, ‘interest payment’ is referred to the interest the bank pays per month 
for its borrowing money. We suppose that the bank borrows a fraction of what it can 
lend.  

 

• Bank Revenues Equation 

The revenues of the Bank are the sum of the payments of the customers ( Pc(t) ) the 
bank already has N(t) and the total mortgage expenses (rall) charged to the new 
customers Nnew (t) the bank gains the current month. The Mortgage Expenses are the 
total expenses the customer is charged for the completion of the provision of a 
mortgage loan. This cost involves the expenses of the loan (rloan) needed for the check 
and examination of the loan application from the suitable department of the bank, the 
cost of the lawyer (rlawyer) involving the check of the legality of the titles of the real 
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estate being mortgaged, the cost of the civil engineer (rcivilengineer) for his checking of 
title matching of the real estate according to the building license, its legality, 
completeness and its level of building ability so as to be able to carry out an autopsy 
for evaluation of the real estate. Moreover, there are the land registry expenses 
(rlandRegistry) for the registry of the real estate mortgage and finally the cadastre 
expenses (rcadastre) for the registry of the boundaries and location of the real estate.   

(4.10)RB(t) = N(t) * Pc(t) + Nnew(t) * rall 

 
 

• Bank Payments Equation 

The payments the bank makes each month include the rall that has in its revenues and 
must afterwards be delivered to its cooperatives for their service to it, except for the 
rloan, which are bank expenses. Additionally, the bank pays the Interest (I) for the 
loans it already has and offered to its old customers, the expenses of the Tiresias 
monthly membership fee (rtiresias), its fixed costs (rFixed Costs), which includes the 
monthly rent, the staff wages, and other fixed costs the bank may have. Finally, the 
bank pays an average cost for every new customer for its loan preparation and 
completion procedure (ex. paper material). The last one is expressed as a fraction of 
the loan expenses the bank receives from its new monthly customers. Whereas the 
bank receives the revenues we analysed above, most of them are paid to its 
cooperative partners so as to make the actions that the mortgage procedure demands.  

PB(t)= [rlawyer + rcivil engineer + rlandRegistry + rcadastre + a1*rloan ]*Nnew(t) + rtiresias+ 

(4.11)rFixed Costs +  I(t) * N(t) 

where 0<a1<1. 

As we said in the beginning of this section, there are equations that can be simplified 
for the simulation because they are added and subtracted. This happens in the case of 
Bank, where the expenses rlawyer, rcivil engineer, rlandRegistry, rcadastre are both in revenues and 
in payments equation all the time periods. Thus the new adjusted equations are as 
follows: 

Revenues equation: 

(4.12)RB(t) = N(t) * Pc(t) + Nnew(t) * rloan 

and Payments equation: 

(4.13)PB(t)=  a1*rloan *Nnew(t) + rtiresias+ rFixed Costs +  I(t) * N(t) 
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• Bank Value Equation 

The most important of all is the value gained from the mortgage loans service the 
bank provide to its customers.  

 

VB(t) =  R t  –  P t           t t     (4.14)

 

Bank Deep Analysis 
 

A more analytical examination of the model will help us to understand better the 
small but significant details that make it operational and useful. We have considered 
that bank revenues are a function of ‘NUM OF NEW LOANS’ times the ‘LOAN 
EXPENSES’ because the bank receive the loan expenses for every loan approval, and 
also of ‘TOTAL NUM OF LOANS’ times the ‘average customer’s payments’, the 
average monthly payment of the mortgage loan holders’ instalment. On the other 
hand, the bank pays each month a fraction of loan expenses for the total new loans, its 
fixed costs, its membership fee for access in Tiresias SA and also the instalment 
payment for the loans it has borrowed. Additionally, the bank has the expected value, 
as we analyzed above, based on the satisfaction index created by its customers. All of 
these inflows and outflows are calculated for all of the branches the bank has. A short 
tree diagram of ‘Value of Bank’ with two stages depth is shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. ‘Value of Bank’ causes tree 

In Vensim, the documentation of each node, the calculation unit and some comments 
that help its comprehension are represented as follows: 

bank revenues= 
 customer payment*TOTAL NUM OF LOANS+LOAN EXPENSES*NUM 
OF NEW LOANS 
Units: euro/Month 
the revenues of the bank per month, depends on the average instalment  
  payment for the existed loans and the mortgage expenses for the  
  new loans 
 

************************************************************** 
bank payments= 
 TIRESIAS COST FRACTION+ FIXED COSTS FRACTION+ (LOAN COST 
FRACTION*LOAN EXPENSES*NUM OF NEW LOANS) 
Units: euro/Month 
payments are: tiresias membership plus its fixed costs the bank has each month (F ̅/ n 
) plus the cost for each new loan application 
 

************************************************************** 
interest payment= 
 loan payment 0*TOTAL NUM OF LOANS 
Units: euro/Month 
the interest paid for the borrowing money 
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************************************************************** 
bank expected value from satisfaction= 
 satisfaction factor * (bank expected revenues - bank expected total payments 
) 
Units: euro/Month 
the percentage of expected bank value(revenues-payments) each  
  month due to the satisfaction of the customer = ( (Sat)  
  ̅(t+1))/((Sat) ̅(t)) * ( R ̅BM(t+1) - P ̅BM(t+1) ) 
 

************************************************************** 
Value of Bank= INTEG ( 
 (bank expected value from satisfaction + bank revenues-bank payments-
interest payment )*NUM OF BANK BRANCHES,  
  0) 
Units: euro/Month 
Value of the bank consisted of the total revenues – total payments+ expected  
  value due to customer satisfaction for all of its branches 

************************************************************** 
 
As far as the ‘bank expected value from satisfaction’ is concerned, it consists of the 
bank expected value and the ‘satisfaction factor’. Bank expected value is the 
difference between ‘bank expected revenues’ and ‘bank expected total payments’.  To 
calculate bank expected total payments, we need to have ‘bank total payments’, which 
equals to the sum of ‘bank payments’ and ‘interest payments’. Whereas, ‘bank 
expected revenues’ only needs ‘bank revenues’ variable. ‘Bank expected revenues’ at 
time TN are estimated as described in the Qualitative Approach in this section. Thus, 
the ‘previous expected bank revenues’ depicts the expected revenues at time TN-1 and 
at time 0, they equals to ‘bank revenues’. The ‘flag revenues’ is a temporary variable 
to help us keep in memory the previous revenues of ‘bank expected revenues’ with 
the function DELAY FIXED()7 that Vensim supports. ‘bank expected revenues’ is a 
function of the weighted fractions of ‘bank revenues’ and ‘previous expected bank 
revenues’. The weights are equal, so as we suppose that they are of the same 
importance. The same calculation method of ‘bank expected revenues’ is for ‘bank 
expected total payments’. 

previous expected bank revenues= 
 IF THEN ELSE (flag revenues=0, bank revenues, flag revenues ) 
Units: euro/Month 
 

************************************************************** 
bank expected revenues= 
 0.5*bank revenues+0.5*previous expected bank revenues 

                                                            
7 http://www.vensim.com 
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Units: euro/Month 
bank expected revenues=a*bank revenue + b*previous expected bank  
  revenues 
 

************************************************************** 
flag revenues= 
 DELAY FIXED (bank expected revenues, 0, 0) 
Units: euro/Month 
 

************************************************************** 
 
Last but not least, satisfaction factor is of significant importance in the value network 
because it has to do with the satisfaction created to the bank customers due to the 
service they have received from the bank at the specified time period. Satisfaction 
factor is the fraction of next expected satisfaction in time TN ‘bank cur expected sat 
index’ via the expected satisfaction in time TN-1 ‘bank previous expected satisfaction 
index’. Again, the logic of the estimation of the satisfaction index is explained in the 
Qualitative Approach in this section and is modelled the same as the ‘bank expected 
revenues’ we previously described. So, each time we need to know ‘bank current 
satisfaction index’, whereas the other two variables depend on it. Thus, we have to 
analyze the ‘bank current satisfaction index’ so as to be able to have an estimate of the 
satisfaction factor. 
 
 
 

Customer Satisfaction 
 
Another important part of the model is the customer. Measuring the satisfaction for 
the customer, by measuring the value level of a company's offer, allows a firm to 
compare itself to its competitors. We suppose that ‘bank current satisfaction index’ is 
affected by some qualitative parameters, tangible and intangible assets, and the 
change in interest rate from the previous and the expected next one. Satisfaction index 
is affected by the change in interest rates from the side of new loans (Nnew) and by the 
qualitative parameters for the total mortgage loans the bank has given. So at first 
glance, the equation is as follows: 
 
‘bank current satisfaction index’= * ‘change in interest rate’ 

     + * qualitative parameters (4.15)

 
A more analytical diagram that shows all the factors determine the satisfaction index 
is shown below. The qualitative parameters with its own weights are for the mortgage 
loan holders and the change in interest rate with its weight is for the new loans only. 
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Figure 8. ‘Bank current satisfaction index’ cause tree diagram 

 

Change in Interest Rate 
 
Interest rate only affects the customers of the new loans. Even if old customers hold a 
fixed rate mortgage loan or an adjustable rate mortgage loan, their interest rate cannot 
be changed by the bank itself. The customers have to ask for it, in case of an 
adjustable loan. The fixed interest rate means that cannot be changed in all the 
duration of the mortgage loan, whereas the adjustable interest rate can be changed 
during the maturity of the loan. But the bank cannot intervene in that change. Any 
adjustable rate consists of three values. 
  
Adjustable Interest Rate= Interest Rate Index + Customer Spread + Law charge (4.16)
 
Law charge is the charge that the state enforces and is stable for the maturity of the 
loan. Besides, customer spread is defined by the bank separately for every customer 
according to the check and evaluation the bank makes depending on some specific 
criteria that checks as the customer credit ability, solvency, reliability, cooperation 
with the bank, loan payment history, Tiresias check and moreover, the real estate 
trade value and the number of mortgages have been on it. So the bank evaluates each 
customer and gives him the analogous spread, vice versa of how risky the customer is 
regarded to be. Apart from this procedure that is done at the approval decision, the 
customer spread remains stable at the end of the mortgage loan. Lastly, the third part 
of the interest rate, the Interest Rate Index, such as Euribor, Libor or European 
Central Bank (ECB) Index, is the one which is responsible for any increase or 
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decrease that adjustable interest rates may have. These indexes are not defined by the 
bank but by a group of Institutions in Europe or the European Central Bank. Thus, the 
customer satisfaction is independent of the change in interest rates at whole the loan’s 
duration, except for the new loans where the bank decides for the customer spread. At 
this time only, the customer may be satisfied, less or totally dissatisfied with the 
spread the bank decided to charge him for the reason that the riskier the customer is 
regarded, the higher the spread is given to him, thus the higher the final interest rate. 
 
The equation of ‘change in interest rate’ in Vensim is the following: 
 
‘change in interest rate’(t) = α * "change in previous-current interest rate"(t) +  

(4.17)          β * "change in next-current interest rate" (t) 
 
where α and β are the weights that determine the importance of the past and future 
data in the estimation of the change in interest rate, with α + β =1 and 0 < α , β < 1.  
 
We had to find a measure of customer satisfaction based on the interest rate. As we 
can see, the interest rate is not affected by the bank itself during the maturity of the 
loan, except for the time of approval where the bank decides for the spread. Thus, 
mortgage owners’ satisfaction is independent of the bank as far as the interest rate is 
concerned and only the new customers can affect depending on the approved spread 
in interest rate of ach customer. So, ‘change in interest rate’ is only a measure of new 
customers’ satisfaction. Generally, we supposed that customer satisfaction as far as its 
own interest rate is concerned, and especially the spread is charged, is affected by the 
previous and future expected average interest rates the bank has already given or it is 
expected to give. For this reason, as for the past interest rates impact, we take into 
consideration the change in current to previous interest rate, so as to see how much 
the current average interest rates differ from the average interest rates of previous 
time period. In Vensim we have the following equation: 
 
"change in previous-current interest rate" = (previous expected interest rate-average 
interest rate) / previous expected interest rate 
 
The variable “previous expected interest rate-average interest rate” keeps the previous 
value of current average interest rate by using the function ‘DELAY FIXED()’8 in 
Vensim through a temporary variable flag, where it intermediates in order the 
previous variable to be able to check for its initial value. 
 
As for the future expected interest rate impact, we measure the change in expected 
average interest rate to the current one, so as to see how much the expected average 
interest rates of next time period differ from the current average interest rates. In 
Vensim we have the following equation: 

                                                            
8 http://www.vensim.com 
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"change in next-current interest rate" = (average expected interest rate-average 
interest rate)/average interest rate. 
 
In Vensim, the documentation of each node, the calculation unit and some comments 
that help its comprehension are represented as follows: 

change in interest rate= 
 0.6*"change in previous-current interest rate"+0.4*"change in next-current 
interest rate" 
Units: 1/Month 
shows the change in (previous-current interest rate) and in  
  (change in next-current interest rate) 
 
************************************************************** 
"change in previous-current interest rate"= 
 (previous expected interest rate-average interest rate)/previous expected 
interest rate 
Units: 1/Month 
interest rate difference between current and previous 
 
************************************************************** 
"change in next-current interest rate"= 
 (average expected interest rate-average interest rate)/average interest rate 
Units: 1/Month 
interest rate difference between current and next 
 
************************************************************** 
average interest rate= 
  INTEGER( RANDOM UNIFORM(0, 1 , 0 )*10)/5 +3 
Units: 1/Month 
random interest rate % from 3 to 5 
 
************************************************************** 
previous expected interest rate= 
 IF THEN ELSE( flag=0, average interest rate-0.01 ,flag ) 
Units: 1/Month 
 
************************************************************** 
average expected interest rate= 
 0.6* average interest rate + 0.4*previous expected interest rate 
Units: 1/Month 
average expected interest rate=g* INTEREST RATE + d*previous  
  expected interest rate 
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************************************************************** 
flag= 
 DELAY FIXED(average expected interest rate, 0, 0) 
Units: 1/Month 
 
************************************************************** 
 
 
The graphical representation of this part of the model in Vensim is as follows: 

average interest
rate

average expected
interest rate

previous expected
interest rate

flag

change in next-current
interest rate

change in
previous-current

interest rate

change in interest
rate

 
Figure 9. The 'change in interest rate' diagram 

 
 

Calculation of Interest  
 
Generally, all the loans are charged with an interest rate either fixed or adjustable or a 
combination of them. In the monthly instalment that the customer pays, both the 
principal and the interest are included per month. Thus, the monthly instalment 
calculation is given from the following equation 

 
monthly instalment= [ rate +  

 
    ] * principal (4.18)

 
where rate is the interest rate the loan is charged with, n is the duration left until the 
end of the loan and principal is the up-to-date balance of the loan principal. In 
Vensim, the simulation of a instalment payment based on interest rate is shown below 
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Mortgage
Balance loan paymentinterest charges

interest on balance

Final Interest Rate

DURATION

instalment

duration left

current duration

average interest
rate

 
Figure 10. Calculation of  interest and instalment of a loan 

 
The ‘Mortgage Balance’ is a stock variable which has an inflow of ‘interest charges’ 
and an outflow of ‘loan payment’. Each month, the payment consists of the interest 
and the principal that must be paid according to the following equation 

 
(4.19)Instalment(t)= Interest(t) + Principal(t) 

 
The inflow ‘interest charges’ is an auxiliary variable which equals to the variable 
‘interest on balance’, which in turn calculates the interest corresponds to the mortgage 
loan balance. So, in any time period the ‘Mortgage Balance’, which at the beginning 
is the initial loan amount, is the accumulation of ‘interest charges’ less the ‘loan 
payment’. The variable ‘loan payment’ is the monthly ‘instalment’ that must be paid, 
depending on the ‘duration left’ and the interest rate the bank charges, as we showed 
in the above equation. ‘Final Interest Rate’ is just the interest rate, adjusted to monthly 
rate due to the fact that all the interest rates are annual. The documentation of most 
important of variables is the following: 
 
Mortgage Balance= INTEG ( 
 +interest charges-loan payment, 
  AVERAGE LOAN PRINCIPAL) 
Units: euro/Month 
The "Mortgage Balance" is the amount of money the borrower owes  
  to the bank 
 
************************************************************** 
instalment= 
 (Final Interest Rate+ ( Final Interest Rate/ (   EXP( duration left*LN(1+Final 
Interest Rate 
) )   -1)  )    )* Mortgage Balance 
Units: euro/Month 
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instalment paid each month for a loan, consists of principal and  
  interest 
 
************************************************************** 
Final Interest Rate= 
 (average interest rate/100)/12 
Units: 1/Month 
The fraction of the "Mortgage Balance" charged as interest per  
  month 
 
************************************************************** 
interest on balance= 
 Mortgage Balance *Final Interest Rate 
Units: euro/Month 
The interest charged on "Mortgage Balance " by the bank 
 
************************************************************** 
 
It is remarkable to see that in order to represent the function power() in Vensim, 
where it is not supported, we use a linear estimation of it using logarithm and 
exponential functions which is: 
 

(4.20)POWER(BASE, X) = EXP(X*LN(BASE)) 
 

The functions on the right side of this equation are supported by Vensim and so we 
can calculate the instalment by this way. 
 

 
 

Qualitative Parameters 
 
Qualitative parameters are very important in a value network system, which is 
customer oriented. In our case, we have tangibles and intangibles assets. Tangibles 
assets are emerged as one variable and depict physical facilities, equipment, and 
appearance of personnel of the bank. On the other hand, intangibles assets are those 
related with the behaviour, personality and the service the bank provides to their 
customers. One major dimension of customer satisfaction is service quality. To assess 
the service quality, we adopt the service quality dimensions of (Parasuraman A. B., 
1991; Parasuraman, Zeithaml, & Berry, 1985), which are Tangibility, Reliability, 
Responsiveness, Assurance and Empathy. Qualitative parameters with their meanings 
are shown in the following table.  
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Qualitative Parameters of Customer Satisfaction 
Tangibility Physical facilities, equipment, and 

appearance of personnel 
Reliability Ability to perform the promised service 

dependably accurately 
Responsiveness Willingness to help customer and provide 

prompt service 
Assurance Knowledge and courtesy of employees 

and their ability to inspire trust and 
confidence 

Empathy Caring, individualized attention the firm 
provides its customer 

Table 2. Qualitative Parameters of Customer Satisfaction 

Each tangible or intangible asset has its own weight in the calculation of satisfaction. 
The equation for satisfaction is: 
 

‘Current Satisfaction index’(t)= (Nnew(t)/(N(t)+Nnew(t)))* ‘change in interest rate’(t)  

+(Nnew(t) /( N(t) +Nnew)(t)) * (  w1*’tangibles assets’(t) +  
+w2*‘assurance’(t) + w3*‘reliability’(t)+ w4*‘responsiveness’(t) + w5* 
*‘empathy’(t)  (4.21)

where, 

w1:‘TA fraction’/ ‘sum of fractions’,weight of tangible assets in customer satisfaction 

w2: ‘A-fraction’/ ‘sum of fractions’, weight of assurance in customer satisfaction 

w3: ‘RL fraction’/ ‘sum of fractions’, weight of reliability in customer satisfaction 

w4:‘Re fraction’/‘sum of fractions’, weight of responsiveness in customer satisfaction 

w5: ‘Emp fraction’/ ‘sum of fractions’, weight of empathy in customer satisfaction 

Each one variable has a value which is being generated randomly by the RANDOM 
UNIFORM() function of Vensim.  The same function is for the fraction of any 
variable. Of course, we can give true values in each coefficient after making research 
as using questionnaires, run the regression analysis and find the estimates of these 
values. 
 
Thus, the whole model of Bank that it has partially been analysed is represented 
below. 
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Graph 1. Bank representation in Basic Model 

 

4.1.3.2 Value Calculation of the Customer  
 
The Value of customer is a simple Box Variable, which estimates how much utility 
the mortgage offers to him. The utility reflects the reason that a customer decides to 
take a mortgage loan in order to gain its own house. Thus, we assume that it is the 
‘Rent of Real Estate’. We suppose here, that ‘Rent of Real Estate’ represents the 
average cost of renting a new house of the same quality as it is the house for which 
the loan is provided. 
 

 
Figure 11. Utility function of Customer 

RENT OF REAL
ESTATE

Utility function of
Customer

 

Customer Deep Analysis 
 
On the other hand, special care has tο be taken fοr the custοmers οf the service 
system, since they dο nοt haνe, by definitiοn, any dοwnstream relationships. Τhe 
custοmers generate νalue tο the service system thrοugh their willingness tο pay. Here, 
we have considered that the utility of the loan for the customer depends on an average 
rent of the real estate is mortgaged. The willingness to pay also depends on customer 
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payment for the loan the customer borrowed an amount based on the average value of 
the real estate of equal value. Thus, it is very important, the rent of real estate exceeds 
the monthly instalment of the customer, so as to the utility of the customer to be high 
and therefore he will feel happy and more willing to pay his small monthly instalment 
comparatively. As for the bank, it can keep customer’s instalment in low levels if it 
charges low interest rate.  
 
  

4.1.3.3 Value Calculation of the Lawyer 
 
As far as the lawyer is concerned, it is also a stock variable in the model. It is an 
accumulation of the lawyer revenues plus the lawyer expected value, based on 
satisfaction of the bank with which he is cooperated, less the monthly payments he 
has.  
 

Value of
Lawyer lawyer paymentslawyer revenues

lawyer expected value
from satisfaction

 
Figure 12. Lawyer basic diagram 

 
The inflow of ‘lawyer revenues ’ is the sum of all the expenses the lawyer charge so 
as  to complete a case of a mortgage loan and it depends on the number of new loans 
the bank has each month. The inflow of ‘lawyer expected value from satisfaction’ is a 
percentage estimate of the expected value of the lawyer based on the satisfaction of 
the bank to which the lawyer provides its services. Furthermore, the outflow of 
‘lawyer payments’ evolve all the payments the lawyer must make in a month. 
 
 

• Lawyer Revenues Equation 

The revenues of the Lawyer are the sum of the expenses the lawyer takes from the 
bank (rall) , which are charged to the new customers Nnew(t) multiplies with the 
average number on new customers Nnew(t) the bank has per month. This cost involves 
the cost of the lawyer (rlawyer) involving the check of the legality of the titles of the 
real estate being mortgaged, the land registry expenses ( rlandRegistry) for the registry of 
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the real estate mortgage and finally the cadastre expenses (rcadastre) for the registry of 
the boundaries and location of the real estate.   

RL(t) = Nnew(t) * (rlawyer + rlandRegistry + rcadastre) (4.22)

 
• Lawyer Payments Equation 

The payments of the lawyer include the rall that has in its revenues and they must 
afterwards be delivered to its cooperatives for their service to it, except for the rlawyer, 
which its own expenses. Additionally, the lawyer pays its fixed costs (rFixed Costs), 
which includes the monthly rent, the staff wages, and other fixed costs the lawyer may 
have (electricity, water etc.). Finally, the lawyer pays an average cost for every new 
customer for its loan preparation and completion procedure (ex. paper material). The 
last one is expressed as a fraction of the lawyer expenses rlawyer , which receives from 
its new monthly customers. While the lawyer receives the revenues we analysed 
above, most of them are paid to its cooperative partners so as to make the actions that 
the mortgage procedure demands.  

(4.23)PL(t)= [ rland registry + rcadastre+ a1*rlawyer ] * Nnew(t) + rFixed Costs 

where 0<a1<1. 

 

After the modification of our model for more simplicity, as we said in the beginning 
of this section, we have the following revenues and payments equations: 

Revenues equation: 

(4.24)RL(t) = Nnew(t) * rlawyer 

and Payments equation: 

(4.25)PL(t)= a1*rlawyer  * Nnew(t) + rFixed Costs 

 

 

• Value of Lawyer Equation 

The most important of all is the value of the lawyer, which it is gained from the 
mortgage loans service the bank provides to its customers with the significant 
cooperation of the lawyer. Thus the value the lawyer has in a time period [0, N] is the 
following: 

VL(t) =  R t  –  P t           t t         (4.26)
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Lawyer Deep Analysis 
 
Afterwards, we are going to see a more analytical examination of the model, so as to 
understand better the small but significant details that make it operational and useful. 
We have considered that lawyer revenues are a function of ‘NUM OF NEW LOANS’ 
times the ‘LAWYER EXPENSES’ because the lawyer receives the lawyer expenses 
for every new loan. On the other hand, the lawyer pays each month a fraction of 
lawyer expenses for the total new loans and its fixed costs. Additionally, the lawyer 
has the expected value, as we have analyzed above, based on the satisfaction index 
created by its customers, which is the bank in our model. Thus, Value of Lawyer is 
Stock variable and is an accumulation of current revenues plus the expected value less 
the payments the lawyer does. A short tree diagram of ‘Value of Bank’ with two 
stages depth is shown in Figure 13. 
 

 
Figure 13. Value of Lawyer: Causes Tree 

 

In Vensim, the documentation of each node, the calculation unit and some comments 
that help its comprehension are represented as follows: 

Value of Lawyer= INTEG ( 
 lawyer revenues-lawyer payments + lawyer expected value from satisfaction, 
  0) 
Units: euro/Month 
The value gained from current revenues plus the expected value less the  
  payments the lawyer has 
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************************************************************** 
lawyer revenues= 
 LAWYER EXPENSES*NUM OF NEW LOANS 
Units: euro/Month 
the monthly lawyer revenues from a loan application 
 
************************************************************** 
lawyer payments= 
 LAWYER FIXED COST FRACTION + LAWYER LOAN COST 
FRACTION*LAWYER EXPENSES*NUM OF NEW LOANS 
Units: euro/Month 
the fixed costs the lawyer pays per month plus the cost for every new loan 
 
************************************************************** 
lawyer expected value from satisfaction= 
 lawyer satisfaction factor* (lawyer expected revenues -lawyer expected 
payments 
) 
Units: euro/Month 
shows the percentage of expected value the lawyer will have based on bank 
satisfaction 
************************************************************** 
 
As far as the ‘lawyer expected value from satisfaction’ is concerned, it consists of the 
lawyer expected value and the ‘lawyer satisfaction factor’. The lawyer expected value 
is the difference between ‘lawyer expected revenues’ and ‘lawyer expected 
payments’. ‘Lawyer expected revenues’ at time TN are estimated as described in the 
Qualitative Approach in this section. Thus, the ‘previous expected lawyer revenues’ 
depicts the expected revenues at time TN-1 and at time 0, they equals to ‘lawyer 
revenues’. ‘flag lawyer’ is a temporary variable to help us keep in memory the 
previous value of ‘lawyer expected revenues’ with the function DELAY FIXED()9 
that Vensim supports. ‘lawyer expected revenues’ is a function of the weighted 
fractions of ‘lawyer revenues’ and ‘previous expected lawyer revenues’.  The same 
calculation logic follows the ‘lawyer expected payments’. The documentation of 
‘lawyer expected revenues from satisfaction’ is show below: 

lawyer expected value from satisfaction= 
 lawyer satisfaction factor* (lawyer expected revenues -lawyer expected 
payments 
) 
Units: euro/Month 

                                                            
9 http://www.vensim.com 
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shows the percentage of expected value the lawyer will have,  
  based on bank satisfaction 
******************************************************* 
lawyer expected revenues= 
 0.5*lawyer revenues  +0.5*previous lawyer expected revenues 
Units: euro/Month 
lawyer expected revenues=a*lawyer revenues +b*previous lawyer  
  expected revenues 
 
************************************************************** 
previous lawyer expected revenues= 
 IF THEN ELSE(flag lawyer=0, lawyer revenues, flag lawyer ) 
Units: euro/Month 
the expected revenues of the previous period 
 
************************************************************** 
flag lawyer= 
 DELAY FIXED(lawyer expected revenues, 0, 0) 
Units: euro/Month 
 
************************************************************** 
Last but not least, we have to determine the parameters that affect the satisfaction 
factor. It is the satisfaction created to the lawyer customers due to the service they 
have received from the lawyer at the specified time period. Satisfaction factor is the 
fraction of next expected satisfaction in time TN and equals to the ‘expected lawyer 
satisfaction index’ via the expected satisfaction in time TN-1 ‘lawyer previous 
expected sat index’. Again, the logic of the estimation of the satisfaction index is 
explained in the Qualitative Approach in this section and is modelled the same as the 
‘bank expected revenues’ or ‘bank expected satisfaction index’ that we have 
previously described. So, each time we need to know ‘expected lawyer satisfaction 
index’, whereas the other two variables depend on it. Thus, we have to analyze it so as 
to be able to have an estimate of the ‘lawyer satisfaction factor’. 
 
 

Customer Satisfaction for Lawyer service 
 
It is very important to analyse the satisfaction of the bank in relation to the service the 
lawyer provides to it. Here, we suppose that ‘lawyer current satisfaction index’ is 
affected by some qualitative parameters, tangible and intangible assets, and a 
quantitative parameter, the number of the attracted from the lawyer customers to the 
bank. The bank is satisfied with the lawyer, not only with its capabilities and 
qualifications but also with the customers that the lawyer attracts and offers to the 
bank as new mortgage loan owners. The more attracted customers the better the 
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satisfaction of the bank as for the lawyer. It is obvious that the bank prefer lawyers to 
have good qualitative parameters but also to be interested in attracting new customers 
for the benefit of the bank. So, the ‘lawyer satisfaction index’ depends on the 
qualitative parameters that are almost the same with those analysed for bank 
satisfaction index, and the number of customer attracted. Thus, the equation is as 
follows: 
 
‘Lawyer satisfaction index’ = w1* ‘num of customers lawyer attracts’ +  

(4.27)w2*  qualitative parameters 
 
where w1 and w2 are the weights that determine the importance of each variable in the 
estimation of the satisfaction index, with w1 + w2 =1 and 0 < w1 , w2 < 1. 
 
A more analytical diagram that shows all the factors determine the satisfaction index 
is shown in Figure 14.  

 
Figure 14. 'Lawyer satisfaction index': Causes Tree diagram 

 
The weight of each parameter is the result of the division of each parameter’s fraction 
to the total sum of fractions. So, in Vensim the documentation of lawyer satisfaction 
factor is: 
 
lawyer satisfaction index= 
 (assurance fraction/total fraction)*lawyer assurance+ (empathy fraction/total 
fraction)*lawyer empathy + (attracted customers fraction / total fraction)*num of 
customers lawyer attracts/10 + (reliability fraction /total fraction)*lawyer reliability + 
(responsiveness fraction/total fraction) *lawyer responsiveness 
Units: 1/Month 
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Depends on the number of new customers the lawyer attracts (ranges from 1 to 10) 
per month and the quality parameters  
************************************************************** 
The only thing that we must explain, is that the ‘num of customers lawyer attracts’ is 
divided with 10, so as to be in the range from 0 to 1 as the other qualitative 
parameters. Consequently, our final result, ‘lawyer satisfaction index’ will be in the 
same range, because both weights and parameters will be in that range. 
  
 
 

4.1.3.4 Value Calculation of the Civil Engineer 
 
On the other hand, the civil engineer is also a stock variable in the model. It is an 
accumulation of the civil engineer revenues plus the civil engineer expected revenues, 
based on satisfaction of the bank with which he is cooperated, less the monthly 
payments it makes.  

Value of Civil
Engineercivil engineer

revenues
civil engineer

payments

civil engineer expected
value from satisfaction

 
Figure 15. Civil Engineer basic diagram 

 
The inflow of ‘civil engineer revenues ’ is the sum of all the expenses the civil 
engineer charges so as  to complete a case of a mortgage loan. It depends on the 
number of new loans the bank has each month. The inflow of ‘civil engineer expected 
value from satisfaction’ is a percentage estimate of the expected value (expected 
revenues – expected payments) of the civil engineer based on the satisfaction of the 
bank to which the civil engineer provides its services. Furthermore, the outflow of 
‘civil engineer payments’ evolve all the payments the civil engineer must do in a 
month. 
 
Civil Engineer modelling idea is the same as lawyer one. Its equations are also the 
following: 
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Revenues: 
(4.28)RCE= ( rcivil engineer ) * Nnew(t) 

 
 
Payments: 

(4.29)PCE(t)=rfixed costs + (a1* rcivil engineer) * Nnew(t)  
 
Value : 

VCE(t) =  R t  –  P t           t t         

 

(4.30)

 
 

4.1.3.5 The Other Participants 
 
All the other groups are of no importance to examine their value because it is 
influenced by other networks, as other financial institutions, and thus, their value 
cannot be calculated. They participate in more value networks and as a result, we 
cannot remotely calculate their revenues and estimate their value because we will take 
wrong results. We have them in the model, just because the groups that we study their 
value interact with them. So it is needed to exist in the value network. Those groups 
are Tiresias, Cadastre and Land Registry. 
 
 

TIRESIAS 
 
Tiresias (see Appendix: TIRESIAS) is also a stock with inflows and outflows to 
change its value. Its inflows are the revenues it has from the monthly membership fee 
the financial institution pays for and the expected value it hopes to take. Its outflow of 
‘tiresias payments’ is referred to its fixed costs per month. 
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Value of
Tiresiastiresias revenues tiresias payments

tiresias expected value
from satisfaction

 
Figure 16. Tiresias basic diagram 

The bank pays to Tiresias the monthly fee so as to be member and as a consequence 
to have access to Tiresias’ database for the economic behaviour of its customers. 
Apart from the bank we examine, there are also other banks and generally other 
financial institutions that are members to Tiresias and pay a monthly membership fee. 
Thus, Tiresias revenues depend on many other entities and not only our bank 
payment. Due to the participation in many other value networks, we cannot calculate 
its value depending only on our own one, because we will end up to wrong results and 
therefore to wrong conclusions. 
 
 
 

LAND REGISTRY and CADASTRE 
 
The core diagram of Land Registry consists of a stock having inflows and outflows. 
The inflow ‘Land Registry’ is the monthly revenues it has due to the prenotations 
made for the new loans of the bank. Whereas, the other inflow of ‘land registry 
expected value’ is the expected value and the outflow of ‘land registry payments’ is 
the fixed costs it pays monthly. Similar to the Land Registry, Cadastre is a stock 
having inflows and an outflow. 

Value of
Land

Registryland registry
revenues

land registry
payments

land registry expected
value from satisfaction

 
Figure 17. Land Registry basic diagram 
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Cadastre also follows the same logic with the Land Registry. Thus, its representation 
is the following: 

Value of
Cadastre

cadastre revenues cadastre payments

cadastre expected
value from satisfaction

 
Figure 18. Cadastre basic diagram 

 
 

We have already completed the analysis for the basic model and the components it consists of. 
Thus, the whole graphical representation of our basic model is shown below.
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Graph 2. Basic Model 
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4.2 Non-Performing Loans model 

Τhe financial crisis οf 2007–2010 (see Appendix:Subprime mortgage crisis) has been 
called by leading ecοnοmists the wοrst financial crisis since the Great Depressiοn οf 
the 1930s. It cοntributed tο the failure οf key businesses, declines in cοnsumer wealth 
estimated in the trilliοns οf U.S. dοllars, substantial financial cοmmitments incurred 
by gονernments, and a significant decline in ecοnοmic actiνity. Μany causes haνe 
been prοpοsed, with νarying weight assigned by experts. Βοth market-based and 
regulatοry sοlutiοns haνe been implemented οr are under cοnsideratiοn, while 
significant risks remain fοr the wοrld ecοnοmy ονer the 2010–2011 periοds. Αlthοugh 
this ecοnοmic periοd has at times been referred tο as "the Great Recessiοn," this same 
phrase has been used tο refer tο eνery recessiοn οf the seνeral preceding decades10.  

Τhe cοllapse οf a glοbal hοusing bubble, which peaked in the U.S. in 2006, caused the 
νalues οf securities tied tο real estate pricing tο plummet thereafter, damaging 
financial institutiοns glοbally. Questiοns regarding bank sοlνency, declines in credit 
aνailability, and damaged inνestοr cοnfidence had impact οn glοbal stοck markets, 
where securities suffered large lοsses during late 2008 and early 2009. Ecοnοmies 
wοrldwide slοwed during this periοd as credit tightened and internatiοnal trade 
declined. Critics argued that credit rating agencies and inνestοrs failed tο accurately 
price the risk inνοlνed with mοrtgage-related financial prοducts, and that gονernments 
did nοt adjust their regulatοry practices tο address 21st century financial markets. 
Gονernments and central banks respοnded with unprecedented fiscal stimulus, 
mοnetary pοlicy expansiοn, and institutiοnal bailοuts. 

The model of non-performing loans tries to represent this crisis and simulate it using 
the basic model with some small changes. The important thing to know, so as to 
understand the changes made, is that the crisis started from the collapse of global 
housing prices. However, in times of economic trouble, the price of collateral can 
become very volatile and banks may have to raise either the loan price or the amount 
of collateral required. If collateral values fall dramatically, there can be a banking 
sector collapse- as was the case in the Japanese banking system crises that occurred in 
1997 – 1998. Obviously, if the value of the collaterals linked to the ability of the 
borrower to repay, a decrease in the value of the collateral will increase the 
probability of default. Another reason that had a direct impact on customer is its 
income. According to the central bank of Greece, the annual instalment payment of 
the mortgage loan, including any other loan liabilities, must not exceed the 40% of its 
annual income. Respectively, the monthly loan payment must not exceed the 40% of 
customer’s monthly salary. Obviously, the rest of 60% allow the customer to live a 
relatively comfortable life. Unfortunately, many banks overlook these instructions and 
as a result people become more and more indebted. Thus, either the reduction of real 
estate market prices, or the reduction of the disposable monthly income are reasons 

                                                            
10 http://www.wikipedia.org 
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for a loan to default. Consequently, the mortgage loan owners either start to pay less 
or not to pay at all their monthly instalment and they just abandon their loan 
obligations and their real estate too. This situation had a significant impact on the 
financial institutions because their revenues from the monthly payments of their 
customers reduced. So, we are going to show how the fall in property prices or 
income results in loan losses and negative equity. 

As far as the Utility of the customer is concerned, we have already said in the basic 
model that equals to the average rent of the real estate which is hypothecated of equal 
value. Because of the fact that we add the market value of the real estate in this 
model, we can modify the Utility of the customer indirectly by changing the rent of 
real estate by using the comparable sales method11, a technique allowed by the courts 
to estimate the fair rental value of a real estate. Τhis technique requires the 
determinatiοn οf twο amοunts: the fair market νalue οf the subject prοperty and the 
rate οf return οn inνestment that an unrelated lessοr οf cοmparable prοperty wοuld 
require. Τhe twο numbers are multiplied tο determine the fair rental νalue amοunt. 
Τhe first amοunt, fair market νalue, shοuld be readily aνailable frοm real estate sales 
recοrds. Τhe secοnd figure, the required rate οf return, is mοre subjectiνe but it can 
easily be found.  

 

4.2.1 Model Analysis 
 

In non-performing loans model, some more variables were added. Some of them 
affect the payment of the customer and some others affect the Utility function of the 
customer. 

 

4.2.1.1 The Customer Payments 
 

The first one has to do with the customer. We added one more Box variable ‘customer 
real payment’ so as to calculate the real payment the customer does. We supposed that 
the customer is reliable to its payments as long as the monthly payment instalment 
does not exceed the limit of its monthly income and also the limit of market value of 
equal value of real estate, for which the customer has borrowed, is bigger than the 
loan principal. By the time the value of real estate is becoming lower and lower and 
the loan principal is still high, the customer reduces its payment more and more up 
and pays an equal instalment as the low market value is the remained loan principal 
and still not more than the corresponding rent. Whereas, if the monthly income 
becomes lower and lower, the customer pays the limit of this income as the maximum 
payment he can afford. From the customer point of view, there is no reason to give a 
                                                            
11 http://www.home.co.uk/guides/property_valuation/comparable_sales_method.htm 
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instalment bigger than the respective value of its real estate for which this obligation 
has occurred or if he cannot live a normal life with the essentials due to low income. 
Thus, there saw the need to add the constant variables ‘MARKET VALUE OF REAL 
ESTATE’ and ‘AVERAGE MONTHLY INCOME’, their fractions ‘real estate 
fraction’ and ‘income fraction’ and the limits occurs from them, the box variables 
‘limit of real estate value’ and ‘limit of income’ respectively. Moreover, we use the 
box variable ‘criteria for default’ so as to determine the final payment of the customer 
in case of default. Default occurs if the mortgage loan payment exceeds the ‘limit of 
income’ or if the initial ‘AVERAGE LOAN PRINCIPAL’ exceeds the ‘limit of real 
estate value’ and the rest of mortgage loan ‘Mortgage Balance’ is higher than the 
‘limit of real estate value’. In these cases, the customer will pay the limit of his 
income or he will pay a instalment that corresponds to the ‘limit of real estate value’ 
as mortgage balance but no more than the corresponding rent respectively. Thus, we 
consider that the customer will really pay the minimum of these alternatives. The new 
changed documentation for these variable which affects the customer‘s payment is the 
following: 

AVERAGE MONTHLY INCOME= 
 2000 
Units: euro/Month 
the average monthly income for a house 
 
************************************************************** 
income fraction= 
 40/100 
Units: 1/Month 
the percentage of income up to which the customer can afford borrowing 
 
************************************************************** 
limit of income= 
 AVERAGE MONTHLY INCOME*income fraction 
Units: euro/Month 
shows the percentage that is considered the limit for the income 
 
************************************************************** 
MARKET VALUE OF REAL ESTATE= 
 140000 
Units: euro/Month 
the total commercial value of the real estate 
 
************************************************************** 
real estate fraction= 
 75/100 
Units: 1/Month 
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the percentage of real estate value that limits the mortgage loan the customer can 
afford borrowing 
 
************************************************************** 
limit of real estate value= 
 MARKET VALUE OF REAL ESTATE*real estate fraction 
Units: euro/Month 
shows the percentage that is considered the limit for the real estate market value 
 
************************************************************** 
 
In order to calculate the instalment for the second scenario of default, we used the box 
variable ‘instalment due to default in real estate value’. This variable uses the 
instalment payment formula of a loan with the same interest rate and same maturity of 
the customer’s real loan, so as to calculate the monthly payment by just replacing the 
‘Mortgage Balance’ as the ‘limit of real estate value’. The documentation of this 
variable is shown below: 
 
instalment due to default in real estate value= 
 (Final Interest Rate+ ( Final Interest Rate/ (   EXP( duration left*LN(1+Final 
Interest Rate 
) )   -1)  )    )* limit of real estate value 
Units: euro/Month 
calculates the monthly instalment replacing the limit of market value (75% of market 
value) with the mortgage balance 
 
************************************************************** 
The variable which determines for the ‘customer real payment’ is the ‘criteria for 
default’. This variable keeps the minimum of the three possible payments, loan 
payment, payment in case of income reduction, payment in case of real estate market 
value reduction. Additionally, by creating this new variable, we actually add a 
condition by using MIN() and IF THEN ELSE() functions of Vensim. The 
documentation is shown below: 
 
criteria for default= 
 MIN(  (IF THEN ELSE( loan payment >limit of income  ,limit of income , 
 loan payment 
 )  ),  (  IF THEN ELSE(    (AVERAGE LOAN PRINCIPAL>limit of real 
estate value 
 :AND: Mortgage Balance>limit of real estate value) , MIN(instalment due to default 
in real estate value, RENT OF REAL ESTATE) 
  , loan payment )     )    ) 
Units: euro/Month 
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shows the minimum payment of the customer depending on the case of default. 
Default occurs either due to reduce of the limit of income or in market price of real 
estate. 
************************************************************** 
customer real payment= 
 criteria for default 
Units: euro/Month 
the payment the customer will decide depending on the case of default 
 
************************************************************** 
 
For the needs of our model, we changed the ‘MARKET VALUE OF REAL 
ESTATE’ or ‘AVERAGE MONTHLY INCOME’ box variables by using the function 
STEP(x,y)12 of Vensim, which changes the value of the variable by ‘x’ at time step 
‘y’. With this function, we can reduce the value of each variable step by step so as to 
examine the behavior of the customer according the changes. In case of default, the 
loans will not well-performed and the bank revenues will start reducing. 
 
The last variable we added in our model is the ‘non-performing loan balance’, which 
keeps the non-performing loan balance the customer not pays. So, it is the difference 
of ‘customer normal payment’ with the ‘customer real payment’. This difference is 
then added to the mortgage balance of the customer and the interest is capitalized and 
the balance of the unpaid instalment remains to the mortgage principal. In Vensim, it 
is represented as an inflow of the stock variable ‘Mortgage Balance’. Thus, the 
documentation of ‘non-performing loan balance’ and the ‘Mortgage Balance’ are as 
follows: 

"non-performing loan balance"= 
 customer normal payment-customer real payment 
Units: euro/Month 
the non performing loan balance that the customer not pay 
 
************************************************************** 
Mortgage Balance= INTEG ( 
 interest charges-loan payment+"non-performing loan balance", 
  AVERAGE LOAN PRINCIPAL) 
Units: euro/Month 
The "Mortgage Balance" is the amount of money the borrower owes  
  to the bank, -( (Final Interest Rate+ ( Final Interest Rate/ (  
  EXP( duration left*LN(1+Final Interest Rate) ) -1) ) )*LOAN  
  PRINCIPAL )+LOAN PRINCIPAL*Final Interest Rate 
**************************************************************  

                                                            
12 http:www.vensim.com 
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Now, the ‘Mortgage Balance’ is the accumulation of ‘interest charges’ plus the ‘non-
performing loan balance’ less the ‘loan payment’. The more the customer do not pay, 
the more the mortgage balance will increase, because the principal increase, thus the 
interest will increase, thus the monthly instalment will eventually increase and it will 
be hard for the customer to be able to respond to the more increasing monthly 
instalment. 

 

4.2.1.2 Utility function of the Customer 
 
The effects on private consumption of households by housing market developments, 
and especially on housing prices and the market value of assets (wealth) of 
households are estimated to be limited. For that reason, it is expected that the impact 
of recent developments in the rate of change of GDP will be marginal. To the extent 
that house prices affect the rent (although this has not been demonstrated clearly in 
Greece), the housing market could affect the evolution of consumer price index. 
However, according to data extracted from the annual report 2008 of the President of 
Bank of Greece, it is noted that in the last five years the average annual growth rate of 
rents were significantly higher than the corresponding rate of increase in the general 
price level. Surfing the internet, we can find the average rental rate of return of our 
country or anywhere else we want. Thus, we added the constant variable ‘AVERAGE 
RENTAL RATE OF RETURN’ which we set the value we want and the 
documentation of the variable ‘RENT OF REAL ESTATE’ has changed as below: 
 
RENT OF REAL ESTATE= 
 MARKET VALUE OF REAL ESTATE * ( AVERAGE RENTAL RATE OF 
RETURN / 12) 
Units: euro/Month 
the rent the real estate deserves, fair rental value = market  
  value * average rental rate of return 
 
************************************************************** 
 In Vensim, the graphical representation of the non-performing loans model is shown 
below:  
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Graph 3. Non-Performing Loans model – changes from the Basic model 
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4.3 Price Discrimination model 
 
Arguably, price discrimination is one of the most widely practised forms of pricing. 
At its most basic, price discrimination is present whenever the same product or 
service is sold to different customers or consumers at different prices. For a firm to 
engage in price discrimination, three conditions are necessary. Firstly, the firm must 
have sufficient market power to exercise some control over the price at which it sells 
its product. Secondly, it must be possible to separate customers or consumers into 
separate groups according to their price sensitivity. Finally, the firm must be able to 
prevent those customers or consumers who are sold the product at a lower price, 
reselling to customers and consumers who are being charged a higher price (Perman 
& Scouller, 1999). 
 
Price discrimination is an important strategy in pursuit of maximizing profits. The 
essence of price discrimination is to charge customers the price they are willing to 
pay. Whenever a service is provided where p > MC (price > Marginal Cost), there is 
an incentive to engage in price discrimination, because there are buyers who are 
willing to pay more than it costs to provide the service. Charging a uniform price 
means lowering the price to those customers who are prepared to pay a higher price 
and, hence, the bank is foregoing higher revenue without any change in unit costs. 
Price discrimination is a practice widely promoted by the marketing literature. By 
definition, a firm can only be maximizing its profits when the difference between total 
revenue and total costs is maximized. As will be demonstrated below, profits can be 
increased if those customers that are less price sensitive are charged a higher price and 
those that are more price sensitive are charged a lower price. The charging of non-
uniform prices does not, however, always reflect price discrimination. 
 
Price discrimination comes in a number of forms and the traditional classification of 
the forms of price discrimination is due to Pigou (Pigou, 1920). He distinguished 
three types of price discrimination, the economics of which are dealt with in the 
following sections:  
 

• First-degree price discrimination - where a supplier with sufficient market 
power sells each unit  of output at a different price to individual customers 
equivalent to each individual's reservation price.  
 
• Second-degree price discrimination - where a supplier with sufficient market 
power divides output into successive tranches and charges customers 
successively lower prices for each tranche consumed.  
 
• Third-degree price discrimination - where a supplier with sufficient market 
power divides customers into distinct groups and charges each group a 
different profit-maximizing price.  
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Our price discrimination model tries to demonstrate that the third degree price 
discrimination can be simulated in our model and gives results about bank 
profitability. In our model, we divided customers into two distinct segment-groups 
and charge each segment a different price. The third degree price discrimination is 
exercised in markets where customer’s segmentation is based on objective attributes, 
e.g. racial discrimination, wealthy customers. Thus, we divided new customers into 
two segment-groups and charge them different interest rates. In the group of special 
customers, we charge lower interest rates, according to the evaluation of the bank, and 
the range of this group varies from 2.5% to 3.4%. The range of higher interest rates 
for the other group of common customers is from 3.5% to 4.4%. Whereas, the average 
interest rate of the non-price discrimination model ranged from 2.5% to 4.5%. Thus, 
we make the simulation and compare the results of the two models, so as to show 
which one model is the best for the bank profitability. By changing the ranges of 
interest rate, the bank can make a sensitivity analysis and finally follow the policy is 
to its advantage. 

 

4.3.1 Model Analysis 
 

In price discrimination model, there were added some more variables in order to 
differentiate it from the basic model. As the definition of price discrimination says, 
the important thing to remember is that the bank changes its pricing policy in some 
groups of customers, which are two in our model. So, in our model, we change the 
part of the model that has to do with the interest rate the customers are charged. Thus, 
we create two segment-groups, the special customers and the common customers. We 
assume that the ‘special customers’ are the 30%, as the ‘special customers fraction’ is 
initialized, of the new customers Nnew the bank has per month and the rest 70% is the 
‘common customers’, as the ‘common customers fraction’. So, the distinction of 
customers affects only the new customers and not the total customers the bank has, 
who are already mortgage holders. Additionally, we use two more box variables to 
represent the distinct interest rates, the ‘special interest rate’ and the ‘common interest 
rate’ for each distinct group respectively. Afterwards, we calculate the differences of 
the current average interest rate of each category with the previous and the next 
expected ones. So as to find the customer satisfaction created by interest rate, we take 
into consideration the previous interest rate the bank has given to a group. So we have 
a box variable ‘change in previous-current interest rate’ to keep this change. If the 
previous interest rate was smaller, then the difference will be negative, which depicts 
negative satisfaction due to the fact that the current customer has been charged a 
bigger interest rate than the previous periods. The negative difference depicts to a 
positive satisfaction. We also use the box variable ‘change in next-current interest 
rate’, so as to keep the change of current interest rate and that of the next expected 
period interest rate. If the difference between the next expected and current interest 
rate is positive, the satisfaction will be positive because it is expected that the next 
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given interest rates will be larger than the one given in current period. So the average 
satisfaction of the customers is positive because they know that they have charged 
smaller interest rates. By saying that they have charged an interest rate, we mean that 
if it is for fixed interest rate, they have achieved a small one, whereas if it is for 
adjustable interest rate, they have achieved a small spread. More risky loans may be 
priced higher than the less risky loans. Generally, the judgement is made on the basis 
of past credit history (through credit rating agencies), the borrower gearing (leverage) 
ratio, wealth of borrower, volatility of the borrowers’ income, whether or not 
collateral is a part of the loan agreement, length of time as a customer at a bank or at a 
certain address, employment history, and whether a future macroeconomic climate 
will affect the applicant’s ability to repay. As far as the fixed rate is concerned, the 
satisfaction of customer remain unchanged in case of fixed interest rate, because it 
remains the same during the previous, current and next periods and thus, the 
differences are zero and consequently, the interest rate does not affect customer 
satisfaction. Thus, the interest rate can be a factor that affects customer satisfaction 
only in case it is adjustable during the periods. The documentation of these changes in 
interest rates of the different groups of customers, special and common, is the 
following: 

change in interest rate special= 
 0.5*"change in previous-current interest rate"+0.5*"change in next-
current interest rate" 
Units: 1/Month 
shows the change in (previous-current interest rate) and in  
  (change in next-current interest rate) 
 
************************************************************** 
"change in previous-current interest rate"= 
 (previous expected interest rate-special interest rate)/previous expected 
interest rate 
Units: 1/Month 
interest rate difference between current and previous for  
  customers with special interest rate 
 
************************************************************** 
"change in next-current interest rate"= 
 (average expected interest rate-special interest rate)/special interest rate 
Units: 1/Month 
interest rate difference between current and next for customers  
  with special interest rate 
 
************************************************************** 
special interest rate= 
  RANDOM UNIFORM(0, 1 , 0 ) +2.5 
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Units: 1/Month 
random interest rate % from 2.5 to 3.4 for special customers 
 
************************************************************** 
previous expected interest rate= 
 IF THEN ELSE( flag=0, special interest rate ,flag ) 
Units: 1/Month 
************************************************************** 
average expected interest rate= 
 0.5* special interest rate + 0.5*previous expected interest rate 
Units: 1/Month 
average expected interest rate=g* INTEREST RATE + d*previous  
  expected interest rate 
 
************************************************************** 
flag= 
 DELAY FIXED(average expected interest rate, 0, 0) 
Units: 1/Month 
 
************************************************************** 
 
The same documentation is for the other group of customers, the common customers. 
After having the changes in interest rates for both the two groups of our model, we 
calculate the average change in interest rates, with each change to have a weight 
according to the number of customers each group has to the total number of 
customers. Lastly, the ‘average change in interest rates’ is a box variable, which 
depicts the impact of changes of interest rates in customer satisfaction. So, the 
documentation for this box variable is the following: 

average change in interest rates= 
 (special customers/(special customers + common customers) )*change 
in interest rate special 
 + (common customers/(special customers + common customers) )*change in interest 
rate common 
Units: 1/Month 
the average change in interest rates of two categories of customers 
 
**************************************************************  
 
Moreover, the whole causes tree representation of ‘average change in interest rates’ in 
price discrimination model with two depth precision is shown below: 
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Figure 19. Causes Tree:‘average change in interest rates’ in Price Discrimination model 

 

Therefore, we use the average interest rate for special customers and the average 
interest rate for common customers so as to calculate the average interest rate the 
bank has provided during a time period. So, we use a box variable ‘average interest 
rate’ that is the weighted average of ‘special interest rate’ and ‘common interest rate’.  
The weights used, depend on the number of special customers to the total new 
customers and the number of common customers to the total new customers for the 
special and common interest rate respectively. The equation of this variable is: 

‘average interest rate’=(‘special customers’/ (‘special customers’+ 

+ ‘common customers’) ) * ‘special interest rate’ +  

+ (‘common customers’/(‘special customers’+ 

(4.31)+ ‘common customers’) )  *‘common interest rate’ 

 

With this average interest rate, we then calculate the average payment of a loan 
mortgage, so as to calculate the total revenues of the bank. 

The graphical representation of the variables added in the basic model so as to create 
the price discrimination model is shown below: 
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Graph 4. Price Discrimination model- changes from the Basic model 
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4.4 Branch Performance Evaluation Model 
 
Recοgnitiοn οf the impοrtance οf relatiοnships in recent years has inspired marketers 
tο fοcus οn the maintenance οf exchange relatiοnships rather than οn the accumulatiοn 
οf transient transactiοns. Τumbull and Wilsοn (1989) cοntend that managing buyer-
seller relatiοnships is central tο achieνing strategic adνantage in the marketplace, 
while Reichheld (1994) argues that managing fοr lοyalty (custοmers and emplοyees) 
is the οnly way tο achieνe sustainably superiοr prοfits. Webster (1994) cοnνincingly 
argues fοr a new marketing cοncept in which deliνering νalue tο lοyal custοmers is 
very important. He states “customer loyalty has meaning only within the context of 
relationship marketing”. Nevertheless, οnly when bοth parties οbtain benefits which 
οutweigh the cοsts, relatiοnships are likely tο persist. Fοr the cοmpany and sales 
assοciate, benefits include higher sales, mοre pοsitiνe wοrd-οf-mοuth, lοwer cοsts per 
transactiοn, and mοst impοrtantly, custοmer lοyalty and retentiοn. 
 
Custοmer satisfactiοn represents a mοdern apprοach fοr quality in enterprises and 
οrganisatiοns and serνes the deνelοpment οf a truly custοmer-fοcused management 
and culture. Μeasuring custοmer satisfactiοn οffers an immediate, meaningful and 
οbjectiνe feedback abοut clients’ preferences and expectatiοns. 
 
Τhe branch οccupies the key pοsitiοn in the bank's οrganisatiοn. In recent years 
cοnsiderable resοurces haνe been spent helping branch staff tο deνelοp a greater 
marketing οrientatiοn, stressing particularly the impοrtance οf research and market 
planning. Τhis has presented tοp management with the need tο help branch managers 
by prονiding assessments οf pοtential at branch leνel and thereafter by οbjectiνely 
eνaluating the results οf the business deνelοpment effοrt. 
 
In branch evaluation performance model, we are going to examine the behaviour of 
the branch performance due to customer satisfaction. As we have already mentioned, 
customer satisfaction is defined by 5 parameters, reliability, responsiveness, empathy, 
assurance, tangibles and change in interest rate. Thus, we are going to observe the 
changes in total Value of a Bank Branch according to the changes in customers’ 
satisfaction parameters, which in turn affects the sales of the branch, meaning the 
number of new loans it has per month either the total number of loans the bank or 
branch has in its assets and succeed to sustain them. 
 

4.4.1 Model Analysis 
 

4.4.1.1 Total Bank Value 
 
In Branch Performance Evaluation model we added some more variables in order to 
meet our simulation and modeling needs. Firstly, we separated the value of one 
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branch and the value of the all rest branches the bank has. Thus, we have ‘Value of 
Bank Branch’, the ‘Value of Other Bank Branches’ and the ‘TOTAL VALUE OF 
BANK’. The first two stock variables are calculated in the same way as in the basic 
model with the difference that the ‘Value of Bank Branch’ is only for one branch, 
whereas the ‘Value of Other Bank Branches’ has each one of inflows and outflows 
multiplied with the ‘NUM OF BRANCHES’. Finally, ‘TOTAL VALUE OF BANK’ 
is the sum of the two values, and represents the total value of the bank. One change is 
that we add separate variable to represent the number of total and new loans for each 
value either branch or bank. So, we added the box variables ‘AVERAGE NUM OF 
TOTAL LOANS’ and ‘AVERAGE NUM OF NEW LOANS’, which they can either 
be constant as defined or produce random numbers. Afterwards, in order to calculate 
‘Value of Other Bank Branches’, we multiplied those variables with the ‘NUM OF 
BRANCHES’ variable.  
 
TOTAL NUM OF LOANS= 
 AVERAGE NUM OF TOTAL LOANS*NUM OF BRANCHES 
Units: 1/Month 
 
************************************************************** 
NUM OF NEW LOANS= 
 AVERAGE NUM OF NEW LOANS*NUM OF BRANCHES 
Units: 1/Month 
the new loans provided per month 
 
************************************************************** 
 
The dependent variables of ‘Value of Other Bank Branches’ are shown in Figure 20: 
 

 
Figure 20. Value of Other Bank Branches: Causes Tree 
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4.4.1.2  Bank Branch Value 
 
This distinction made due to the fact that the branch number of total and new loans 
may change during the time, depending on the customer satisfaction index, as we 
have already referred in the beginning. For this reason, we added a new box variable 
‘satisfaction impact on customers’ for the branch, which checks each month the 
satisfaction index occurs as shown below. We have made some conditions when the 
variable changes and affects the number of loans.  
 
satisfaction impact on customers= 
 IF THEN ELSE( (    (branch current satisfaction index<0.5) :AND: 
(branch current satisfaction index 
>0.4)   ), 1/2 , IF THEN ELSE( branch current satisfaction index<=0.4 :AND: 
 branch current satisfaction index>0.3 , 1/4  
 ,IF THEN ELSE( branch current satisfaction index <=0.3 :AND: 
branch current satisfaction index 
 >0, 1/5 , 1   )     ) ) 
Units: 1/Month 
the percentage of customers satisfaction impact on new and old customers 
 
************************************************************** 
 
Thus, this variable is a factor multiplied with the ‘AVERAGE NUM OF TOTAL 
LOANS’ and ‘AVERAGE NUM OF NEW LOANS’ variables and as results we take 
the ‘changed TOTAL NUM OF LOANS’ and ‘changed NUM OF NEW LOANS’ 
new variables for the calculation of the branch value. The number of loans is affected 
only when the satisfaction index falls down the 0.5, which means that the customers 
are not well satisfied with the overall service the branch offers. If it falls in the range 
<0.4 , 0.5> then both variables concerning the loans are reduced by ½, whereas if it is 
in the range <0.4 , 0.3>  the reduce is by ¼ and lastly if the range is <0.3 , 0> the 
reduce is by 1/5. So, if the branch achieves o maintain the satisfaction index of its 
customers more than 0.5, then the number of total and new loans will not be affected. 
We make the assumption that both variables, ‘changed TOTAL NUM OF LOANS’ 
and ‘changed NUM OF NEW LOANS’ are affected because either the bank loose 
new customers because of the bad reputation of the branch, either the existed 
customers dislike the service the branch offers and desire to transfer their loan to other 
bank. 
 
changed TOTAL NUM OF LOANS= 
 IF THEN ELSE(operation index=0, 0 ,INTEGER( AVERAGE NUM 
OF TOTAL LOANS*satisfaction impact on customers 
) ) 
Units: 1/Month 
changes according to the satisfaction impact on customers of the service offered 
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************************************************************** 
changed NUM OF NEW LOANS= 
 IF THEN ELSE(operation index=0, 0, INTEGER(AVERAGE NUM 
OF NEW LOANS *satisfaction impact on customers 
) ) 
Units: 1/Month 
changes according to the satisfaction impact on customers of the service offered 
 
************************************************************** 
 
The variable ’operation index’ defines the operation of the bank branch. We use this 
variable in order to be able to set the operation of the branch by the bank. In cases of 
bad branch performance, the bank should take the necessary measures to detect losses 
or even reduce them. Under this assumption, we consider that he bank will intervene 
either if the value of the branch becomes negative for the first time and continue to be 
negative for at least 48 months, or if the branch value becomes negative for a second 
time and remain in the same position for at least 36 months. By this way, the bank 
helps the branch and gives it a chance to recover within a time period, but if a second 
time the branch value becomes negative then the bank will be patient for a smaller 
period of time. Thus, the variable ‘operation index’ determines the operation of the 
branch and it is zero(0) if the branch must stop its operation or it is set to one (1) if it 
continues operating. 
 
operation index= 
 IF THEN ELSE( (flag operation>1 :AND: counter of negative branch 
value>36) 
 :OR: (flag operation>0 :AND: counter of negative branch value>48) ,  0 , 1 
 ) 
Units: 1/Month 
determines the operation of the bank branch, 0:stop operation, 1: continue operation 
 
************************************************************** 
 
Moreover, we needed to include the constant variable ‘LIMIT’ so as to define the 
limit the bank sets for the operation of the branch. This Limit is set to zero in our 
model, which means that the bank starts monitoring the branch more strictly after its 
value falls down the limit. Additionally, we use one more box variable ‘flag 
operation’, which is a counter of how many times the value of the branch has become 
under the LIMIT that the bank sets. We also used the variable ‘previous operation’, so 
as to keep the previous value of bank branch and compare it with the LIMIT. By this 
way, we achieve to know how many times the branch fell down the LIMIT, where the 
previous month was not. Afterwards, the ‘value of under the LIMIT branch value’ is 
of significant importance because it counts the duration that the branch value remains 
under the limit each time it falls. By checking this variable, the bank is able to know 
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the duration of the bad behavior of the branch and respectively to decide for the 
policy to follow. 
 
flag operation= INTEG ( 
 IF THEN ELSE(Value of Bank Branch<LIMIT :AND: previous 
operation>LIMIT, +1 
 , 0 ),  0) 
Units: 1/Month 
counts how many times the bank has low operation value, under the LIMIT 
 
**************************************************************  
previous branch value= 
 DELAY FIXED(Value of Bank Branch, 0 , 0 ) 
Units: 1/Month 
keeps the previous value of bank branch 
 
************************************************************** 
 
counter of under the LIMIT branch value= INTEG ( 
 IF THEN ELSE(  Value of Bank Branch<=LIMIT  , +1 , -counter of 
under the LIMIT branch value 
 ),  0) 
Units: 1/Month 
counter of how many continuing months the value of bank branch is down the LIMIT 
 
************************************************************** 
 
Under all these assumption and all these variables added in our model, the bank can 
control the operation of the bank with the variable ‘Stop Branch Operation’. This 
variable abstract the remaining value of the branch value and makes it equal to zero. 
This is done when the ‘operation index’ is set to zero, which means that the branch 
must stop its operation according to the bank criteria. 
 
Stop Branch Operation= 
 IF THEN ELSE(operation index=0, -Value of Bank Branch, 0 ) 
Units: euro/Month 
make zero the bank branch value when the operation index=0, which means that 
branch must stop its operation 
 
************************************************************** 
 
The overall causes tree diagram of ‘Stop Branch Operation’ variable and all its 
dependent variables is shown in Figure 21 below: 
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Figure 21. Stop Branch Operation: Causes Tree 

 
Last but not least, the graphical representation of the variables added in the basic 
model so as to create the branch performance evaluation model is shown in Graph 5 
below.  

 
 

 
Graph 5. Branch Performance Evaluation Model- changes from the basic model 

 
 
Whereas, the causes tree for the value of the bank branch with all its dependent 
variables is the following. 
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Figure 22. Value of Bank Branch: Causes Tree 
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5 Empirical Results & Discussion 
 

In this section, we apply the previous business models using reasonable values and 
present the results. 

 

5.1 Basic Model 
 
For the simulation needs of the basic model, we use the values shown in Table 3. We 
use a random function in some variables (instead of a constant value) so as to see how 
the value of the bank and other important variables is affected by the fluctuations of 
the independent variables. 
 
Box Variable Value 
AVERAGE LOAN PRINCIPAL 100000 
TOTAL NUM OF LOANS INTEGER( RANDOM UNIFORM(0, 1 , 

0 )*100 + 150 ) 
NUM OF NEW LOANS INTEGER( RANDOM UNIFORM(0, 1 , 

0 )*10*2  +10) 
NUM OF BANK BRANCHES 400 
FIXED COSTS FRACTION 30000 
LOAN COST FRACTION 0.01 
TIRESIAS COST FRACTION 100 
LOAN EXPENSES 500 
  
EURIBOR 0.7 
DURATION 360 
  
tangibles assets RANDOM UNIFORM(0, 1 , 0 ) 
Assurance RANDOM UNIFORM(0, 1 , 0 ) 
Reliability RANDOM UNIFORM(0, 1 , 0 ) 
Responsiveness RANDOM UNIFORM(0, 1 , 0 ) 
Empathy RANDOM UNIFORM(0, 1 , 0 ) 
possibility of renegotiation RANDOM UNIFORM(0, 1 , 0 ) 
staff turnover RANDOM UNIFORM(0, 1 , 0 ) 
time of approval RANDOM UNIFORM(0, 1 , 0 ) 
average change in interest rates IF THEN ELSE( "change in previous-

current interest rate"=0, 0, 0.5 ) + 
 (0.6*"change in previous-current interest 
rate"+0.4*"change in next-current interest 
rate") 
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average interest rate INTEGER( RANDOM UNIFORM(0, 1 , 

0 )*10)/5 +3 
RENT OF REAL ESTATE 1500 
  
LAWYER FIXED COST FRACTION 1000 
LAWYER LOAN COST FRACTION 0.01 
LAWYER EXPENSES 240 
  
CIVIL ENGINEER FIXED COST 
FRACTION 

1000 

CIVIL ENGINEER LOAN COST 
FRACTION 

0.01 

CIVIL ENGINEER EXPENSES 120 
  
TIRESIAS FIXED COST FRACTION 100000 
TIRESIAS MEMBERSHIP COST 
FRACTION 

0.1 

  
CADASTRE EXPENSES 50 
CADASTRE LOAN COST 0.01 
CADASTRE FIXED COSTS 10000 
  
land registry expenses AVERAGE LOAN 

PRINCIPAL*120/100*0.775/100 
LAND REGISTRY LOAN COST 0.01 
LAND REGISTRY FIXED COSTS 10000 
  

Table 3. Values for calculation for the basic model 

 
We observe that the ‘bank value’ is increasing during the specified period. 
Additionally, the ‘bank payments’ have fluctuations, which occur due to the different 
number of new customers the bank has each month. The minimum limit is the amount 
of €30,000.00 which is considered to be the fixed costs the bank has each month. 
Moreover, ‘bank revenues’ have also fluctuations because of the variable number of 
the total customers who pay their monthly instalment and also the loan application 
form expenses from the new customers. The minimum and maximum limit exists due 
to the assumption that the ‘total num of loans’ are between the range of 150 to 240 
customers. An average monthly instalment of €400 (average loan of €100,000.00) 
gives a minimum limit of €60,000.00 and a maximum of €96,000.00 without the 
revenues gained from the new loans per month. Furthermore, the ‘interest payments’ 
are the monthly instalment the bank pays each month for the money it has borrowed 
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for its ‘total num of loans’. We have considered the bank has borrowed money so as 
to be able to offer mortgage loans in a flexible way. But, its payments are less than 
those of its customers due to the fact that the bank borrows with a reduced interest 
rate from the interbank market, which we suppose that is the EURIBOR which is now 
0.7%. Afterwards, the ‘bank expected value from satisfaction’ of the bank is the sum 
of expected revenues less the expected payments, which are around the bank’s total 
revenues less total payments respectively, multiplied by the satisfaction factor. We 
observe that, this variable has an ascending line because the total payments remain 
almost stable, whereas the total revenues have a descending line in the specified 
period.  

 

Graph 6. Value of Bank: Causes Strip 

As far as the lawyer is concerned (Graph 7), we can observe that its value is ascending 
during the specified period. The ‘lawyer revenues’ has fluctuations depending on the 
random number of new customers the bank has per month, from where the lawyer 
gains €240 per new loan. Thus, supposing that the least number of new customers are 
10 and the maximum is 28, we conclude that the minimum and maximum value of 
this variable is €2,400.00 and €6,720.00 respectively. On the other hand, the ‘lawyer 
payments’ is the fixed costs with the amount of €1,000.00 the lawyer pays each 
month, and a fraction of the expenses he gains from every new loan so as to complete 
each loan check. Thus, this variable varies in the range of €1,024.00 and €1,067.20 
during the whole period. Lastly, the expected value is the sum of expected revenues 
less the expected payments, which are around the lawyer’s total revenues less total 
payments respectively, multiplied with the satisfaction factor. Thus, this variable has 
an ascending line because the total payments remain almost stable, whereas the total 
revenues have a descending line in the specified period. 
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Thus, we know that the total value of the lawyer is the accumulation of ‘lawyer 
revenues’ plus the ‘lawyer expected value from satisfaction’ less the ‘lawyer 
payments’ and so we can see the reason that the bank value is ascending.  

 

Graph 7. Value of Lawyer: Causes Strip in basic model 

 

The value of civil engineer can be described the same as that of lawyer. Whereas, as 
we have already said, we are not interested in calculating the value of Tiresias, 
Cadastre and Loan Registry, because we consider that they participate in more than 
one value networks and therefore we will end up to wrong conclusions. While we take 
into consideration their costs and revenues that are created due to their participation in 
our value network, we are not interesting in calculating their value because of their 
participation in many value networks. 

 

5.2 Non- Performing Loans Model 
 

In this model, we try to simulate the case of non-performing loans due to the changing 
needs occur. We model the case of the economic crisis which started in 2007 and still 
exists. This economic crisis affected the market values of the real estates and these in 
turn, affected the consumer’s behaviour, owners of a loan that their real estate had 
been mortgaged. Consequently, this crisis mainly affected the mortgage loans. As the 
market value of the mortgage loans decrease, the more the customers were not willing 
to pay the monthly instalment of their loan or pay less. The change in market value 
affects the rent of real estate and this in turn affects the Utility function of the 
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customer as we mentioned in the description of the model. One more factor that 
affects the payments of the customer is its monthly income. Thus, the Table 4 shows 
the changes made is some box variables for the simulation needs. 

Box Variable Value 
average change in interest rates IF THEN ELSE( "change in previous-

current interest rate"=0, 0, 0.5 ) +   
(0.6*"change in previous-current interest 
rate"+0.4*"change in next-current interest 
rate") 

  
average interest rate INTEGER( RANDOM UNIFORM(0, 1 , 

0 )*10)/5 +3 
AVERAGE RENTAL RATE OF 
RETURN 

4% 

  
MARKET VALUE OF REAL 
ESTATE 

140000 

real estate fraction 75% 
  
AVERAGE MONTHLY INCOME 2000  
income fraction 40% 

Table 4. Changes in variables values for calculations in non-performing model 

 

We have three simulation scenarios. 

Scenario 1:  

Only the ‘MARKET VALUE OF REAL ESTATE’ changes during the time as 
follows: 

STEP(-20000, 12 ) + STEP(-12000, 24) + STEP(-4000, 36) 

Scenario 2: 

Only the ‘AVERAGE MONTHLY INCOME’ changes during the time as follows: 

STEP(-400, 12 ) + STEP(-500, 24) + STEP(-200, 36) + STEP(-200, 48) 

Scenario 3: 

Both variables have the previous changes simultaneously.  
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The function STEP(x,y) changes the value by x at time period y. So, in the first 
scenario we consider that real estates’ market values decrease starting after 12 months 
up to 36 months in our paradigm. It means that the real estate rent value starts at 
€140000, then it falls by €20000 in 12 months, by €12000 in 24 months and by €4000 
in 36 months. In addition, in the second scenario we consider that average monthly 
income of customers decrease starting after 12 months up to 48 months in our 
paradigm. It means that the income value starts at €2000, then it falls by €400 in 12 
months, by €500 in 24 months, by €200 in 36 months and by €200 in 48 months. 
Lastly, in the last scenario we consider that both real estates’ market values and 
average monthly income decrease. In all these scenarios, the customers start changing 
their behaviour according to the circumstances.  

The average monthly instalment in our model is about €400-€500 per month. Thus, by 
the time the market value of real estate or income become smaller than the average 
monthly instalment of the customer, the customer starts changing his payment 
behaviour towards the bank. The customer finally pays the minimum among ‘loan 
payment’, ‘instalment due to default in real estate value’, ‘RENT OF REAL 
ESTATE’ and ‘limit of income’ and as a result, when the ‘customer real payment’ 
becomes smaller than the monthly instalment, then the rest of the unpaid instalment 
will be added in the loan principal. The revenues of the bank will be decreased than 
the expected ones and as a result the overall value of the bank will be descending 
unless the overall situation is changed. Consequently, there will be the time that the 
bank will start having negative value due to non-performing loans. On the other hand, 
the situation becomes worse because of the fact that the rest of the unpaid monthly 
instalment is added in the mortgage principal and as a result the interest increases and 
therefore the next monthly instalments increases too. The changes of the key variables 
in these scenarios are shown in the following Graph 8. 

 

Graph 8. ‘Market Value of Real Estate’ & ‘AVERAGE MONTHLY INCOME’ graphs 
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In the following graphs (Graph 9, Graph 10,Graph 11), we observe that the total ‘bank 
revenues’ starts to decline when these values become smaller and smaller and 
therefore they affect the average monthly instalment. Revenues’ value is almost 
around the amount of €100,000.00 but after the declines in real estates and income, it 
starts to decline almost around in €60,000.00. Thus, the expected revenues will follow 
the declining line of revenues. However, the ‘bank total payments’ remains stable 
over the estimated period and are almost €85,000.00 and therefore the expected value 
starts at about €20,000.00. Afterwards, ‘bank revenues’ and also ‘bank expected 
value’ that are mainly affected by the changes in our key variables will start declining 
in value and become negative, whereas ‘bank total payments’ remains almost stable 
over the period because it is independent of these changing variables. 

 

Graph 9. Comparison of 'bank revenues' in 3 scenarios 

 

Graph 10. Comparison of 'bank expected value from satisfaction' in 3 scenarios 
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Graph 11. Comparison of ‘bank total payments' in 3 scenarios 

 

Furthermore, we observe (Graph 12) that the mortgage balance declines at the 
beginning. In this case, the loans are performing well because the customers pay their 
monthly instalment. However, it starts the ascending line when the changes in the key 
variables are made and thus, the customer monthly real payment is smaller. So, the 
mortgage balance exceeds the initial mortgage principal of €100,000.00 and is 
increasing because both interests and principal are increasing. In the first scenario, 
despite the continuous decreases in the market value, the customer pays at least a 
instalment that is enough to decrease the mortgage principal but not to reduce it to 
zero. 

 

Graph 12. Mortgage Balance graph 

 

The following Graph 13 shows the value of the bank in these three scenarios. The third 
one includes the changes in both variables that made in the previous two scenarios 
simultaneously. The most important to understand this graph is to remember that the 
customer finally pays the minimum among ‘loan payment’, ‘instalment due to default 
in real estate value’, ‘RENT OF REAL ESTATE’ and ‘limit of income’. As we can 
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see, at the beginning, in the third scenario the value line is the same as that of the first 
scenario, in which the market value was changing because the variable with the 
smaller value is ‘instalment due to default in real estate value’. Thus, in these 
scenarios the value of the bank has an equal line. Nevertheless, when the income 
continue decreasing, the ‘limit of income’ becomes the variable with the smaller value 
and thus the value of the bank in the third scenario changes its line and follows the 
values line of the second scenario which was ascending at the beginning. Anyway, the 
value of the bank in the last scenario has the most descending line because it includes 
the scenario of the combination of the two previous and assumes that the customer 
make the worst payment each time. 

 

Graph 13.Bank Value in non-performing loans model:Comparison of 3 scenarios 

 

Lastly, in Graph 14 we can see that the Utility function of the Customer remains 
unchanged in the second scenario whereas it is changing in the other two because of 
the changes in the market value of real estate with a direct effect in the rent of real 
estate, which in turn affects the Utility of the customer. 
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Graph 14. Utility function of Customer in non-performing loans model 
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5.3 Price Discrimination Model 
 
This model is an attempt to distinguish a group of people that are considered to be 
special to the bank and have a better treatment than the other group of common 
people. The aim of creating this model is to examine if our model is good enough and 
gives us right results. According to the economic theory, price discrimination is a 
pricing strategy that can increase welfare by more accurately targeting prices at 
consumers' demands and lowering the costs of search. Price discrimination can take a 
number of forms, but they share in common a need to identify - either by research, 
experience or self-selection - individual or group demands. Providing these 
individuals or groups have varying reservation prices and/or price sensitivities, price 
discrimination will yield higher revenues without additional costs for the bank. 
 

Box Variable Value 
common customers common customers fraction * NUM OF 

NEW LOANS 
common customers fraction 0.7 
common interest rate RANDOM UNIFORM(0, 1 , 0 ) +3.5 
special customers special customers fraction * NUM OF 

NEW LOANS 
special customers fraction 0.3 
special interest rate RANDOM UNIFORM(0, 1 , 0 ) +2.5 

Table 5. New & changed variables for calculations in the non-performing model 

 
In the above Table 5, we can see the important variables added and their values for the 
simulation needs. We assume that ‘special customers’ represent the 30% of total new 
customers, whereas the ‘common customers’ represent the 70%. Additionally, the 
interest rate range for special customers is between 2.5% and 3.5%, low pricing 
policy, whereas the range for common customers is between 3.5% and 4.5%, higher 
pricing policy. Whereas, in the basic model, the average interest rate for all the 
customers ranges from 2.5% to 4.5%. By running the simulation, we observe the 
difference in the variable ‘change in interest rate’ between basic and price 
discrimination models, which is one quantitative factor that affects the satisfaction of 
customers and which on turn affects the total satisfaction factor, which is multiplied 
with the expected value of the bank per month and gives us the final accumulative 
value. The graph of this variable in both models is shown below (Graph 15). 
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Graph 15. Comparison of ‘change in interest rate’ in Basic & Price Discrimination models 

As we already said, the change in interest rates from one time period to the other is a 
factor that affects the satisfaction of customers and therefore the value of bank, which 
is the variable that we are finally interested in. Thus, we must compare the ‘Value of 
Bank’ in both models so as to make our conclusions. The comparison graph of ‘Value 
of Bank’ in both models is the following (Graph 16). 
 

 
Graph 16. Case 1: Comparison of ‘Value of Bank’ in both models 
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According to the results we can infer that it is better for the bank to apply the price 
discrimination policy because the simulation showed that bank total value is more 
than that without the policy not only at the end of the specified period but almost at 
whole the duration.  
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By changing just the range of interest rates so as to overlap, we observe a big 
difference in bank’s value. For average interest rate of special customers to range 
between 2.8% and 3.8% and that of common customers to range between 3.5% and 
4.5%, we have better results. So, we conclude that when the interest rate ranges of the 
two categories of customers are overlapped, the difference in bank value is 
significantly bigger between price discrimination and basic model as shown below 
(Graph 17): 
 

 
Graph 17. Case 2: Comparison of ‘Value of Bank’ in both models 
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Lastly, if we change the values of interest rates and fraction of special and common 
customers the difference in bank value in two models is spectacular. By changing the 
range of interest rates of special customers from 2.7% to 3.2% and the their fraction to 
be 20% of new customers and respectively the range in interest rate for common 
customers to be from 3.5% to 4.5% and their fraction to be 80% we have the 
following graph (Graph 18). We observe again that price discrimination policy leads. 
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Graph 18. Case 3: Comparison of ‘Value of Bank’ in both models 
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To conclude, we infer that the bank can make a sensitivity analysis by taking 
decisions concerning the ranges of interest rates or the fraction of special and 
common customers and follow the policy that match its own interests and profits. 

 

 

5.4 Branch Performance Evaluation Model 
 

It is very important for a bank to have the control and manipulation of its branches. In 
this model, we are going to simulate a branch operation and the operation of the 
overall bank separately, in order to observe the branch value line in the different cases 
of customer satisfaction and the effective measures the bank must take in order to 
keep positive and ascending line of the total value of the bank. Otherwise, it must 
monitor the branch and take the necessary decisions about its operation, to continue or 
stop. The following Table 6 represents some of the new variables of the model and 
their values for our simulation.   

Box Variable Value 
AVERAGE LOAN PRINCIPAL 120000 
AVERAGE NUM OF TOTAL LOANS 170 
AVERAGE NUM OF NEW LOANS 20 
  
tangibles assets 0.6 
Assurance 0.74 
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Reliability 0.83 
Responsiveness 0.7 
Empathy 0.65 
average change in interest rates IF THEN ELSE( "change in previous-

current interest rate"=0, 0, 0.5 ) + 
 (0.6*"change in previous-current interest 
rate"+0.4*"change in next-current interest 
rate") 

  
average interest rate INTEGER( RANDOM UNIFORM(0, 1 , 

0 )*10)/5 +3 
LIMIT 0 
bank current satisfaction index 0.62+STEP(-0.2, 12) +STEP(-0.1, 18 ) +  

STEP(0.1, 84) +STEP(0.1, 96)+ STEP(-
0.1, 108) + STEP(0.2, 120)+STEP(-0.2, 
132) +STEP(-0.1, 144) 

  
Table 6. Additional & changed variables for calculations in the branch evaluation model 

 

We suppose that the bank monitors the branch and defines its limits. If the branch gets 
down of this ‘LIMIT’, the bank will stop its operation. The bank estimates that it is 
not affordable to continue branch operation. In our model, branch behaviour depends 
on customer satisfaction factors, reliability, responsiveness, empathy, tangibles, 
assurance and lastly change in interest rates. According to a scenario, the factors of 
customer satisfaction are changed in some way that ‘bank current satisfaction index’ 
is changed proportionately. This variable starts from 0.62, then falls by 0.2 at 12 
months, falls by 0.1 at 18 months, increases by 0.1 at 84 months, increases by 0.1 at 
96 months, falls by 0.1 at 108 months, increases by 0.2 at 120 months, falls again by 
0.2 at 132 months and also by 0.1 at 144 months. Afterwards, the ‘bank current 
satisfaction index’ affects the number of total customers and the number of new 
customers according to the ‘satisfaction impact on customers’ variable’s condition. 
Generally, the bank’s value depends on its customers and thus the same does each 
branch separately. So, when the branch lose its customers (total and new), then its 
value becomes decreasing and possibly ends up to be negative. By the time the 
branch’s value becomes negative, the bank will proceed into closing it by either 
stopping its operation or merging with other neighbour branch. 

According to the results of the simulation (Graph 19, Graph 20, Graph 21, Graph 22), we 
observe that the bank and branch value was arising until the first downfall of 
‘customer satisfaction index’. Afterwards, this variable falls to 0.42 in 12 month and 
the branch value starts falling due to the decrease in number of customers, whereas 
the impact is not clear in the bank yet. After the next decrease in ‘customer 
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satisfaction index’ at 18th month by 0.1, we can see that the number of loans fell 
dramatically and as a result, the value of branch became negative after a few months 
and thus the total value of bank  is still increasing but with a smaller rate. However, 
after the increase of ‘customer satisfaction index’ in 0.42 at 84 month and also in 0.52 
at 96 month, the number of loans was increased spectacularly and the branch value 
started to increase slowly. Lastly, after the final decreases after the 132 month the 
number of loans fell again after a few months and the value of branch starts 
decreasing again with a constant rate until the end. The most significant here is the 
fact that after the last decreases, the total value of the bank started to decrease and 
after some years it will also be more obvious. This bad situation was caused by the 
total bad behaviour of one branch. Thus, we infer that the bank must someway do 
something to be protected by the bad customer satisfaction in that specific branch, 
which has impact on its value. 
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Graph 19. Value of Bank Branch 
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Graph 20. Total Value of Bank 
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Graph 21. Branch 'customer satisfaction index':Branch Performance Evaluation 
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Graph 22. Num of New and Total customers of Branch 

So, by taking some measures, the bank can deter this bad situation at least at the point 
its value starts to decrease. So, we add a condition in the ‘operation index’, which 
checks the ‘value of Bank Branch’ and if it is negative then se suppose that the bank 
will try to help this branch and monitor its performance for a while until its value 
becomes positive and starts operating efficiently. But, if the branch value falls again, 
then the bank will give it a second chance to recover within three years. If it finally 
continues the same descending route, the Bank will intervene and stop the operation 
of this specific branch so as to stop affecting the bank’s overall value. The results of 
this simulation are shown in the Graph 23 and Graph 24. We observe that the bank 
gave to its branch a chance to recover once but the second time that the branch 
became negative, the bank stopped its operation after 36 months. By this policy, the 
bank value changed and continued its ascending route as before. 
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Graph 23. Value of Bank Branch 

 

 

Graph 24. Value of Bank 

On the other hand, the bank’s effort to detect the bad branch behaviour if it is not able 
to recover the first time, is an alternative policy. Thus, the bank sets a limit of 36 
months so that the bank will not let the branch continue its operation if the negative 
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value remains up to 36 months the first time. Then the graphical representation of the 
branch value will be the following (Graph 25): 

 

Graph 25. Value of Bank Branch 

 

Thus, branch operation depends on the policy the bank is going to follow in case its 
value becomes negative due to reduced number of total and new loans which are 
affected by the low customer satisfaction of the branch. 

 

5.4.1 General Observations 
 

1) In this model, we can see that the results are strongly correlated with the number 
of total loans the bank or branch has. This happens due to the fact that the number 
of loans affects the total revenues of the branch or bank and thus their overall 
value. In case of the branch evaluation, the bigger the number of total loans the 
more time needed for the branch to be affected by the bad customer satisfaction 
and thus the more slowly the branch value will become negative.  
 

2) Additionally, the branch value is also significantly affected by the mortgage loan 
principal. We assume that the mortgage loan principal is €100,000.00 in our 
simulations. If we change it to €150,000.00 then we observe that the bank branch 
value will delay to be negative. Of course it will also start to decline when the 
customer satisfaction is becoming worse and worse. On the other hand, the value 
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of the branch will have already been high and it will need much more time to 
reach a negative value. Thus, the bad situation due to the low customer 
satisfaction index will persist more until the bank decides to stop its branch 
operation due to the bad performance. 
 

3) Generally speaking, we can infer that the earlier the ‘customer satisfaction index’ 
falls, the quicker the Value of Branch becomes negative. Therefore, the bank will 
be able to take the necessary measures so as to be protected. 
 

4) Last but not least, it is of significance importance to mention our empirical 
conclusions about the model we choose to express the expected value of a 
participant offering its service. The general model for the bank value that we have 
already used in the p ourevi s models is the following: 

VB(t) =  R t  –  P t           t t     

where      t t ] represents the model for the expected value. 

In this model, there were four candidate models for the bank branch expected 
value, which are the following: 
 

(5.1)a) Expected value= satisfaction factor *(expected Revenues –expected Costs) 
 

(5.2)b) Expected value= expected Revenues – expected Costs 
 

(5.3)c) Expected value= satisfaction factor * expected Revenues  – expected Costs 
 

(5.4)d) Expected value= satisfaction factor * (Revenues – Costs) 

 

The first model is the model we already have used and we have already explained 
in the basic model. The second model is a variant of the first one with the 
difference that the satisfaction factor is not included. This thought made due to the 
fact that expectation already exists in expected values of Revenues and Costs. So 
the satisfaction factor, which expresses expectation for the future, does not need to 
exist. Moreover, in the third model we have the satisfaction factor to affect only 
expected Revenues due to the fact that satisfaction factor expresses the customer 
satisfaction and thus it has a straight effect on expected revenues of the bank. 
Whereas, costs are not affected by the customer satisfaction which in turn affects 
the satisfaction factor, because they are remain almost constant during the period. 
Lastly, the fourth model has only the satisfaction factor that includes the 
expectation and calculates the real value from total Revenues and total Costs.  
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These are four different alternative models to express the expected value and their 
results are shown in the following graph. We created four variables each one 
representing one of these models. Afterwards, we created a graph including all 
these variables in order to compare their values during the period of time. The 
examination of those models was made only in the Branch Performance 
Evaluation Model and then we generalized the conclusion to the other models. 

 

Graph 26. Four Alternative Models for Expected Value in Branch Performance Evaluation model 

 

According to the above Graph 26, we conclude that all these models behave the 
same except for the last one that deviates from the others a little. We observe that 
the last model has the smallest variance in comparison with the other models. 
Thus, any model we may choose, the results will be almost the same in our 
calculations. Consequently, we remained in our first solution and we made our 
calculations and conclusions according to the first model. 
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6 Conclusion and Future Work 
 
Generally, the business mοdel cοncept and related cοmputer-based tοοls haνe 
pοtential tο be further explοred. Αbονe all, the ability tο create a transparent big 
picture οf a business and tο externalize the relatiοnships and dependencies οf business 
elements seem tο interest executiνes and cοnsultants. Furthermοre, business mοdels 
were perceiνed as a tοοl tο create a cοmmοnly understοοd language tο imprονe 
cοmmunicatiοn and understanding οf the fundamental questiοns οf a business. By 
mοre fully understanding the tangible and intangible exchanges that create νalue, 
peοple can mοre easily see where tο make needed changes withοut wreaking haνοc οn 
the whοle system. 
 
In this dissertation, we used the theory of Value Networks and demonstrated a 
business model that represents the Mortgage service system of a financial institution. 
The aim was to study the value delivered among its participants, to evaluate their 
participation in this value network, to focus on the variables that affect their value and 
perform sensitivity analysis to determine the effect and finally recognize the costs 
occurred. Using Vensim simulation tool, we proposed and analyzed some specific 
models in order to help the bank, as the milestone of the network, to evaluate its 
performance and design its strategies according to different possible cases. In case of 
Non-Performing loans model, we demonstrated the recent economic crisis. The Non-
Performing loans model showed that it can help the bank to simulate or even predict 
some difficult circumstances such as reductions in real estate market values or in 
average monthly income of customers that they result in low solvency. In addition, 
the Price discrimination model approved that a bank should adopt this policy and 
adjust its interest rates or the percentage of the customers in each category according 
to its needs. The results showed that this policy has positive effects on banks 
profitability. Last but not least, the Branch Performance Evaluation model showed 
that a bank should monitor its branches that are self-governed and control their 
performances by improving customer satisfaction. Customer satisfaction, in turn, 
affects the bank’s total value. The bank can take strategic decisions about a branch 
operation depending on its overall performance.  

To conclude, the bank, based on the basic model, can modify and/or extend it so as to 
meet its own expectations and make the right decisions. The next step in this research 
would be to find a methodology so as to determine the right prices and quantities that 
optimize the value of a participant. An additional future extension of this analysis that 
occurs from the general observations of the Branch Performance Evaluation model is 
the use of one of the alternative models of the expected value. The use of a different 
model may have better simulation results in other models. 

There is no doubt that any business modeling apprοach has its limitatiοns. Αfter all, 
“the map is nοt the territοry” as Αlfred Κοrzybski said. But in tοday's cοmplex 
business enνirοnment where cοmpetitiνe adνantage οften comes frοm innονatiοns and 
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relatiοnships, the νalue netwοrk perspectiνe can be useful fοr helping peοple address 
cοmplex systemic issues in οrganizatiοns, business webs, and ecοnοmic webs. With a 
νalue netwοrk perspectiνe, nοt οnly can peοple manage their οwn οrganizatiοns mοre 
effectiνely, but also they can build rοbust, expanding νalue netwοrks that serνe bοth 
priνate enterprise and the public sectοr. Indeed, the νery terms fοr-prοfit and nοt-fοr-
prοfit will becοme οbsοlete as peοple appreciate the ecοnοmy itself as οne νalue 
creating system prονiding tangible and intangible value thrοugh a rich interwονen 
fabric οf νalue netwοrks. 
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APPENDIX 
 

Tiresias 

Tiresias is an inter banking company which processes data that reflect the economic 
behaviour of individuals and companies as well as data that contribute to the 
prevention of fraud in financial transactions. The distributed data contribute to the 
protection of credit, the reduction of credit risk and the improvement of financial 
transactions, to the benefit of individuals and the banking system in general13. 

Tiresias’ early beginning took place in 1972 as a service of the Hellenic Bank Union 
but since 1993 it has been working as a non-profit company. In 1997, Tiresias 
established, as a SA company, from banks which actually activate in Greece, with one 
aim; to gather, edit, manage and provide data of the economic behavior to the 
financial institutions. Tiresias’ main objective is to contribute to the protection of 
banking system, the improvement of financial transactions and afterwards the support 
to the development of Greek economy. For this reason, systems were developed to 
provide data, which shows the economic behavior of individuals and companies, so as 
to help its members to evaluate the solvency and credit ability of their customers. 
Today, 150 people work in Tiresias, whereas it simultaneously cooperates with 
approximately 140 lawyers. The information data provided comes from Financial and 
Credit Agents, Courts, Land Registries and the Ministry of Economy. Data registry is 
done after quality checking and archiving procedures and is presented to its members 
through information (on-line) systems, which are created according to all the needed 
measures for the highest, as possible, protection of collecting, editing, transferring and 
access on its file systems. Moreover, all the predictable measures of secureness of the 
maximum safety of the system of fieldwork, editing, messaging and accessing to its 
archives have been taken. Tiresias operates with certificated procedures by ISO 
9001:2000 and consists of rules that absolutely respect the citizens rights, according 
to law 2472/97 about the protection of individuals from processing their personal 
data. Data integrity and validation and also the protection of data files are two of the 
most basic roles and objectives of Tiresias. The access on its data base can only be 
done by specially trained and authorized users of its members, whereas any access 
and search in its data base is recorded in Tiresias’ electronic file. Until now, Tiresias’ 
operation has contributed gradually to the information improvement of financial 
institutions, having benefits both to their operation and also to citizens protection. It is 
obvious that the improvement of the parameters and elements that participate in the 
evaluation of dangers reduces the cost and increases the possibilities of safe financing 
with obvious economic benefits for the financial institutions and the public. The 
support of Tiresias to the banks has a lot of benefits which are included in the 
following table. 

                                                            
13 http://www.tiresias.gr 
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Contribution of Tiresias’ Operation 

Financial Institutions Citizens 

• Lower risk of non-performing 
loans 

• Reduction of operation and 
money cost 

• Secure transactions 
• Reduction of the procedure/time 

for approvals  
• Increase of loans, with the 

improvement of repayment ability 
estimation 

• Reduction of loan interest rate 
• Protection from fraud in financial 

transactions (deceit) against them 
• Protection from over borrowing 
• Reduction of the procedure/time 

for approvals 
• Ability of more quick loan 

procedures and more propitious 
contract conditions for the 
consistent transactors 

Table 7. Contribution of Tiresias Operation 
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Subprime Mortgage Crisis 
 

 

Figure 23. Domino effect as housing prices declined14 

 

  

                                                            
14 http://www.wikipedia.org 
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Glossary of Terms 
 

Mortgages15 

Amortization or amortisation is the process of decreasing or accounting for, an 
amount over a period of time. 
 
Cadastre (also spelled cadaster) is a comprehensive register of the real property of a 
country, and commonly includes details of the ownership, the tenure, the precise 
location, the dimensions (and area) and the value of individual parcels of land. 
 
Collateral, in lending agreements, is a borrower's pledge of specific property to a 
lender, to secure repayment of a loan. 
 
Encumbrance is a legal term of art for anything that affects or limits the title of a 
property, such as mortgages, leases, easements, liens, or restrictions. Also, those 
considered as potentially making the title defeasible are also encumbrances. 
 
Land registration is a system by which the ownership of estates in land, is recorded 
and registered, usually by government, in order to provide evidence of title and to 
facilitate dealing. 
 
Pledge (also pawn) is a bailment or deposit of personal property to a creditor to 
secure repayment for some debt or engagement. The term is also used to denote the 
property which constitutes the security. 
 
Title is a legal document showing a person's right to or ownership of a property. 
 
 
Value Networks16 
 
 
Business Model refers to a set of “rules,” interactions, and relationships that define 
how a business generates value. 
 
Exchange in a Value Network refers to two or more transactions between two roles 
or participants, and it evokes a quality of reciprocity (e.g., an exchange of money for 
service). 
 
HoloMapping is a non-linear systems mapping technique that shows the key 
transactions and deliverables between roles and participants in a network or 

                                                            
15 http://www.wikipedia.org 
16 http://www.valuenetworks.com 
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organizational system. It was developed by Verna Allee in 1993, and is used in 
ValueNet Works Analysis. 
 
Intangible knowledge and information exchange flow around and support the core 
product and service value chain, but are not contractually paid for. These include 
strategic information, planning knowledge, process knowledge, technical know-how 
collaborative design work, joint planning activities, and policy development. 
 
Perceived Value, a key focus in VNA, is how valuable you as well as other roles and 
participants perceive your deliverable to be. 
 
Stakeholders have an interest in, provide resources for, or are affected by an activity, 
change, or decision. 
 
Tangible exchange involve goods, services, or revenue, including all transaction 
involving contracts and invoices, return receipts of orders, requests for proposals, 
confirmations, or payments.  
 
Value Network is any set of roles and relationships that generates social or economic 
good through complex dynamic exchanges of tangible and intangible value between 
two or more individuals, groups, or organizations. Any organization, group of 
organizations, or purposeful network in which people are engaged in creating social 
or economic good, can be visualized and analyzed as a value network, whether it is in 
private industry, government, or the public sector.  
 
Value Network Analysis (VNA) is a whole-system mapping and network analysis 
approach to understanding tangible and intangible value creation among roles and 
participants in any purposeful activity, whether small work groups, organizations, 
business webs, or civil society networks. 
 
Value chain is another term for a core business process consisting of tangible 
transactions involving goods, services, and revenue. 
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